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1911

PREHIUMS FOR
THE VALLEY

HAPPENINGS IfJ CITY AND VALLEY.

THE

0 GOOD

COUNTY MAKES A
SHOWING AT DRY
FARM CONGRESS
QUAY

Pigs for sale,

Have yon registered yet?

Inquire at tb!s

REPUBLICAN

COUNTY TICKET

office.

Senater L. L. Klinefelter
Hirchel New has rented his
Owen
and
visited
C.
L.
wile
Texas,
Jone
Representatives Paul
place and left for Arlie,
at J. T. Whites Sunday.
I. McLaren
where he will spend the winter.
Sam Grange ba9 been helping
C. E. Upchurch of Reveulto
Fred Simmons harvest his crop.
business here
was transacting
Owen's
C.
L.
Wednesday.
The addition to
store is now completed and th
S. F. Lewis, who came in the
postoffice has been moved to the first of the week to visit bis father
back end of the store.
I). H. Lewis, returned Wtdnes

Write to C. C. Chapman at Tu.
;umcari, for prices on Windmills
and Hardware in general.
The bridge gang on the T. & M.
are woiking out of here this week.
This has been a great harvest
No less
week for the coal man
from
hauled
than 30 loads weto

htre during the vjek.
FOR SALE
Tkam, Wagon and Harness
for sale cheap if sold at once.
Inquire at Z, T. McDaniel's

store.
James Wank returned
day from Iiuckner, Kansas, where
he has been working for some
time. He walked up to his home
on the plains.
C. 12. Weldon was ahout town
His crippled
some this week.
foot is improving very slowly.

If you are looking for a home
write to the Valley Land Com
paoy at San Jon. They can start
you right.

A 160

Always

liv-

After you have subscribed for
Ion made
home paper, then take the
vour
days a?o.
.
Amar-illoHI Paso Herald.
in
The Herald is
household the best daily for you to read as
goods to Amarillo yesterday. Htm you get all the late Associated
self and family left this morning. Press news and the special disNew Mexico,
Make Chapmans hardware store patches covering
Arizona.
The
Texas
and
West
your headquarters, lie sell every
Heralds wide circulation is giving
thing in the hardware line. See
us
the publicity we need to attract
his stock of guns and ambition.
new people and new capital to our
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Butler, Mr. section. You can help it in its
and Mrs. C. C. Reed, Aathur Bax good work for the southwest by
ley and Wm. Kisling spent the becoming a regular subscriber. day Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Dodgion.
PLEANO HAPPENINGS
Marvin Whitton is kept busy
lately bobbing about trying to
Miss Annie Crumes is helping
help everybody put up feed.
her brother cut fed. She says it
The call for hands to harvest is alright to know how.
the crops make this place seem
Edd Holcomb was trying to
like Kansas in thrashing time.
learn a colt of his to wear bobbles
and it got tangled up some way
The new books have been or and broke its
hip and they had to
dered for the singing class here. kill
it. It was certainly bad. My
They meet every Sunday afternoon sister has discarded her hobble
at 3 p. m. Everybody invited to
skirt,
attend.
The farmers are busy hauling
Have you visited our new store, in their feed after the fine snow
make it your headquarteis while of the aa which will enable the
in Tucumcari' C. C, Gbapmau.
farmers to plow sod for a few days.
Mr. J. I. Crume's baby has been
H. B. Home and family visited quite sick for the past week is
his paren ts at Bard City Sunday some better at this writing.
Mr. Pettit has finished a fine
Dr. W. W. Cole of Columbus,
at the Taylor Canyon.
road
Ohio, and party who accompanied nim to this place to look over
Mr. Lang and son have been
the country, returned Tuesday, quite busy driving a herd of cat
to their homes after Mundell Bros, tie off of their feed untill it was
had showed tbm arround arid lo- hauled in.
One of
cated some of them.
Mr. Reynolds is busily engaged
them bought and filed on the
in caring for his feed crop.
place west ot town.
"
"Little Girl"
ing northwest of San
proof on his claim a few
Mr. Houston is working
He shipped his

Ha-wor-

th

Troup

.

acre farm one half mite
Mr. Pack, republican candidate from town, good two room house
for superinteudent of schools was ine land with living water, and
visiting the voters here Tuesday. only Jit 0.00 per acre on easy terms.
He was accompanied by Mr. Mon
See the Valley Land Co.
for
cus, republican candidate
commissioner of tst district.
work for the Soutbweit,

Lte Houston who has been

iam

Clerk G. A. Dallinger
Treasurer Lee Anderson
Assessor Ed Ellis
Superintendent E. Pack
Probate Judge S. E. Sberrod
day morning to his home at Bear
Surveyor Teo D. Martinez
den, Oklahoma.
Commissioners J. W. Muncos
P. Nelson and J. E. Dibble
J.
M. K. Whitton has moved his
Barber Shop, back in the old stand
DEnOCRATIC COUNTY TICKET
and is now ready for business
Clerk J. D. Finegan
Wanted so tons of well matured
Treasurer-- L.
G. Pearson
Will pay $12.50
headed maize.
Assessor I. J. Briscoe
Sheriff J. F. Ward
per ton.
2. T. McDamel.
Snperintendent-- J. C. Williams
Mr. Aiex Aston and family of
Commissioner! W. B. Rector
Allen were trading here Wednes Fred Walther T. C. Collins
Senator C. H. Alldredge
day.
Representatives J. L. House
Dr. Branham and son, George,
W. Camdbell
J.
were doing some work on the farm
J. D. Cutlip
Judge
this
Surveyor Orville Smith
J. T. liutchins has proved up
on his claim and moved his fam
Box Supper.
He is working
ily into town.
with the bridge gang on the T.&M
The Literary Society will give
a box supper on Saturday
night
All kinds of legal work properly
October 28th.
A good program
executed at this office.
Notary is
Come and
being prepared.
Public in the office.
have a good time. Program will
v . .
C. C Reed made a business begin at eight ocloelfc r..
trip to Tucumcari the first of the
LITERARY
PROGRAM
week.
wi-ek-

Thurs

Sheriff-Will-

Following it the program to be
given on the night of October 38th
by the Literary Society in con
nectioa with the box supper;
School children.
Song

Recitation
Recitation
Recitation

...... . .Oilena Jordan.
....... Nathen Marden.
Orville Denton.

Reading....;

Mrs Alley.
Milo Jenning.

Recitation
Dialogue
Recitation
Recitation

Joe Trickey.
Lucile Jenning
Vocal Duet.. Elva and Vera Als
dorf.

Recitation
Recitation

Unice

McDaniel.
..Nell Jennings.
Addie Elder.

Song
Mr. McSplaginwell

meets

Miss

Higginbottom.
Vocal Duet.! Talbot and Virgil
Hight.
. a.
. .t
n
mat tne man
ueoatcKesoivea
ufactureris a greater benefactor
to the community than the farmer.
1

The Pacific Monthly.

The 1911 session of the Intrr
national Dry Farming Congress is
now over. The fact that 63 per
cent of the remaining unoccupied
arable acreage of the earth, if cut
tivstedat all must be titled by
methods shows the
vast importance of this subject.
Years of experimentation and
testing of various systems have
iemostrated that drouth can be
largely overcome where proper
precautions are taken. This, the
Sixth Congress, met at Colorado
and
Soring. Colo. October o
brought together farmers, scient
st. national and state agricultur
al secretaries and experts, as well
as landowners and others interest
ed in agricultural development
rom various parts af the world.
Dr. G. H. Branbam who had
charge of the Quay county exbidit
sent to the Congress, returned
the first of the week and has many
good things to say concerning the
immense amount of edusational
work the Congress is doing.
The exhibit which Dr. Branham
bad with him was not complete
enough to enter as a county exhi

AN JON
Townsite Company

dry-farmi- ng

OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY

I OR

SAN JON, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo-

i6-a-

bit and make any showing so he
entered the smaller communities
All exhibits
and individuals.
were labeled with the name of the
raiser and his location in the coun
All prices were received on
ine- e articles except one
was a Trophy Cup received tor
collective exhibit of Maize, Kaffir
The en
corn. Cane and Millet.
in
made
was
tire exhibit
eight en
tries all of which was "gainst the
world. Out of the eight entries
five first premiums and one sec
ond and one third premium. The
winners were Dunlap of near Tu
cumcari, first against the world
Odell of Endee
on broomeorn.
Allsdorf of
first on Kaffir Corn.
Star
San Jon first on Peanuts.
and
on
first
Bard
Squash
kyof
third on watermelon.
The showing made by this coun
ty at the Fair proves to the world
that we lack a whole tot being behind as an agricultural country.

cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley.
Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

HERMAN QRHARDT, m&r..
-O-

C. C.

Tucumcari,

JT. M.

R-

REED, Local Agt., San Jon, N. M.

The Ele Drug Store.

Tucumcari, N. M.
lCompet- - line of Drugs Sundries

-

Mail Orders and Prescriptions Given Special Attention.

ItOfJl

3S3I

C.F.MARDEN
Dxalkx In

General Merchandise
AND

O DRUGS O

9

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Call and see us.

Staple and Fancy Groceres.
ati

ri

--jar

:

Mixtino Tuesday Night.

1

On next Tuesday night there
will be a meeting of the farmers
and Association which sent the
display, at which time it is the de
of the officers to complete and
close the business for the year.
Everybody is invited and re
quested to be present.

BUTCHER SHOP

se

NEXT WEEKS ISSUE

FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
Steaks,

wU,

;

all burned.

Sausage,

Hamberger

POOL HALL
LESTER & YOUNG
N. M.
SAN JON

Yesterday evening about four

oclock the frame residence of G.
S. Hyso was burned to the ground
The fire was of unknown origin.
There had been no fires about
that part of the bouse for several
days. When Mr. Hyso first settled on his homestead he built a
dugout and later the frame house.
Since building the house they have
used the dugout for a kitchen
where the family was when the
Aa effort
fire was discovered.
was made to save the contents but
day.
The price of The Pacific Monthly the fire was under such headway
is 11.50 a year. To Introduce it to
that they could not save anything
new readers, It will be sent for six
months for $.50 if this paper Jls men- except a lew pieces of clothing,
all the beding, furnature, clothing
tioned.
Address:
Tacific Mouthly, Port- and etc., including trunks which
contained all their valuables was
Orofc'o'u.
land,

Roasts,

Chops,

RESTAURANT AND

contain a complete report of the
Special Rates on the Leading Mag
New Mexico exhibit as told by Dr.
azlneef the West,
G. H. Branham and also Col. W,
The Pacific Monthly of Portland, E. Moses, editor of the Rock Is
O.egon, Is publishing a series of splen- land Tribune who was in attend
did articles about the various Indus
Thn SAtttftmha ance
t.rlpa Af t.htt WmI,
number contained an article on suc
cess with Cherries. The October number contained a beautifully Illustrated article on Success In Growing
Apples. Other articles shortly to be
published are Success with Live
Stock, Success In Growing Walnuts,
Success with Fodder Crops. These
articles are written by expert and
are not only authoritative, but very
interesting.
In addition to the above, The Pacific Monthly each month publishes
a large number of clean, wholesome,
readable stories and strong Independent articles .on the questions of the

INFESTED T

.1

1

i

A

San Jon Hotel
.

Newly funished and open for

the trade.

WHEN YOU WANT TO SLEEP OR
EAT OR REST AWHILE

SAH JO11 HOTEL

CALL A THE

SAN JON,

-

-

J.

-

NEW MEXICO.
A. TRICKEY, Prop.

J

WAY TO READ CREAM

SAN JON SUNTINK1,
IAN JON.
Ta

Joy rid

' ' '

Overset
One ll Difficulty May
by Adding Imatf Quantity ef
Alcehel.

NEW MEXICO

d

tlabrnrk lea bottle the hot
torn of the fnt column Is practically
a straight line but th top has a ron
la th

loo often ends In gioum.

Many a summer girl wit)
'
an autumn bride.

be-eo-

Automobile raring continues to
apace and apectatora.

GOOD CARE

OF

YCHJNQ

CALF

The aeroplane gun, It appear, la Prof. Redman

Doe Not Favor Pastur-In- g
Animal During Pint Summer
on Account of File.

lurer than the aeroplane Itself.

An aeroplane motor la like a mule:

generally balk when you want

It

TESTS DEPTH

cave surface and th question a to
whether the fat should be read at the
top, th bottom, or some other point
haa been much discussed.
This uncertainty may be entirely
overcome by dropping a small quan- -

A,

fa

lo

mos-tultoe- s.

d

The French lady who haa challenged
an editor to a duel will probably insist on fighting with a fatal hatpin.
The statue of Liberty needs a new
(own, but we hope they will not go
10 far as to dress the lady In a hobble

enough without this herald of more to
come!
Our notion of the height of incongruity ia the national laundryroen's association holding their convention In
Pittsburg.

Comfortable

In spite of the fact that an aeroplane
gun baa been Invented our sportsmen

are not clamoring for an open aeaaon
for aeroplanes.

Borne people look on hay fever as
man who
a Joke, but the Texas

ineezed himself to death probably falls
to aee the point
And some ot the American heiresses
want to know what they have done
that King George should reconsider
bis Intention to create a bunch of new
English peers.

Few women ever do learn anything
about the proper use of weapons. A
girl In New York laid down a copy of
Record to hit a
the Congressional
burglar with a rolling pin.

that
they

are being milked. This opens a field
of useful and harmless occupations for
some ot the singers on the vaudeville
stage.

A health expert In Chicago says
that nature and providence never In
tended children to live In flats.
Neither, It may be added, do land-

lord.
A cltlien of Boston, seventy year
old, announcea that hi health Is due
to a diet of oatmeal and crackers. He
does not even mention the sacred
bean.
Duck In a Massachusetts poat office
aved the place from burglary, but
they never will get as much advertising out ot it aa the geeae that saved

Rom.

Flat may be bad things, but house
In which the maldlesa housekeeper
toll upstairs with a baby on one arm
aad a bucket ot coal on the other are
worse.
A San Francisco millionaire's wife
wants a divorce because he allows her
only $20 a month. Come to think ot
It, being a millionaire's wife on $20
a month la not what might b called
pleasant pastime.

Fall style In men' hat Indicate
that even the bald can have a little
wool on the top of the head In the
place where the hair ought to grow.
Why reproach the katydid for Its
(allure a a prophet of frost? Oui
weather department also
haa been known to make mistakes.

-

Calf 8tanchlon.

menced, with some substitutes for
the fat which 1b taken out in the
cream.
The feeding of grain and
clover hay may be commenced and
gradually increased as the calf is
able to assimilate It
Professor Redman said that the calf
should be kept growing and not allowed to get a Betback at any time,
for it might never fully recover from
It and would not be likely to make
the high quality cow that It otherwise would.
Professor Redman did not favor pasturing the calvea during the first summer, but rather keeping them inside
and away from the annoying flies during the warm days, for often they lose
more in fighting files than they gain
by the open air and pasturing. They
might be turned out into a pen at

Los Angeles Is to have a squad ot
They
policemen on roller skates.
ought to be funny, If they are not
very effective.

high-price-

tlty of alcohol Into the neck of the
teat bottle after the cream test Is
completed. The alcohol floata In the
top and changes Its concave surface
to nearly a straight line. As the use
of the alcohol dissolves the fat, therefore reduces the length of the column and gives too low a reading, this
can be overcome by first adding to
the alcohol all the fat It will dissolve
and then pouring a small quantity of
alcohol on the top
this
of the fat column In the test botle
The diagrams in the figure show
In bottle No. 1 It
the difference.
shows the top curve of the fat which
occupies a space between A and B
of nearly 1 per cent of the scale. The
19

HANDY BARN DOOR FASTENER

Feed your husband If he drinks;
don't nag him," says a woman lecturer.
But what If he persists In coming
home full?

A Chicago man has discovered
cowa like to hear music while

Reading Cream Tests.

or 20, depend
ing on the selection of A or B as the
point to which it 1b read.
In bottle No. 2 the alcohol makes
a straight line at the top of the fat
column, so that the test can be read
at that point without any uncertainty.

A new comet Is coming. As if this
poor old world has not already trouble

'

00
test should be read

iklrt

d

The osar has approved of th addition ot a blf alio ot Finland to Rub-twhich shows that a far aa that
unfortunat people are concerned, h
la beginning at th Finnish.

a,

I.I.H
II

Methods of Tillage May Be
Into With Profit.

19 Which

Pontic
nould

COUNTRY
Pr.--

Thi.

,.i

Fight

M.

n- - Mum
Where rl"i
thl-very year, the
. osswflon of the

Ing.

";

'';

Cross Piece Should Be as Long a the
Door I Wide and Tolt Tight
to Keep In Position.
A piece 1x6 inche Just as long as
Is bolted to the door

the door is wide,

exactly In the center. Two pieces
are bolted to the sides of the door,
fine hook up ana one noox aown.
when the door is closed and you wish

Plowed t Inches deep
27.7
Plowed 12 Inches deep
Plowed and subsolled 16 Inches deep.. 27.4
-

In 1909 this work was again repeated on another farm with the following
results:
Tleld per

acre-B- oll

Bus.
10
Plowed 5 Inches deep
13
Plowed 10 Inches deep..
Plowed and subsolled IB Inches deep. ..13
Plowed and subsolled IS Inches deep... 14

Treatment.

Summarizing these results, Prof. L.
A. Merrill, In a recent bulletin, reportnight
ing seven years' investigations in dry
farming methods, says: "The writer's
CARE OF THE YOUNG CALVES
opinion la that on deep, heavy clay
soils, plowing to a depth of ten Inches
will Insure as good and possibly better
Especially Susceptible to Ravages of
results than Rowing to a greater
Files and Should Be Kept In
depth, but that on lighter soils an ocBarn Good Repellent.
casional plowing to a depth of fifteen
A Handy Door Fastener.
to eighteen Inches Is advisable."
(By W. W. KIMBALL.)
While the results above mentioned
The young calvea are especially to fasten It, pull down on the left and
and
susceptible to the ravages of flies and raise up on the right and the cross are not applicable to all sections,
It will seldom prove profitable to al- piece will fit in place. The bolt should we would not, of course, recommend
low them out of the barn except for fit tight so as to keep the cross piece plowing the land to a depth of ten
Inches regardless of local conditions,
exercise during the night when the In position.
we believe they are of value In callfiles will not prove troublesome.
ing the attention of our readers to the
There are numerous remedies that
fact that the average farmer Is not
as
fly repellents but the
may be used
plowing his land deep enough. Those
by
following formula recommended
who are plowing their stubble lands
Doctor Moore haa given excellent sat
this fall In anticipation of droughty
Isfactlon wherever used and where
conditions next year should plow their
many of the expensive preparations
land from one to two Inches deeper
have failed to perform what their
than they have been doing In the past.
manufacturers claimed for them.
Those who have been plowing six or
100 parts
Fish oil
SO parts
seven Inches deep will undoubtedly
Oil of tar
1 part
Crude carbolic acid
Improve the producing power of their
land by plowing seven or eight Inches
The cost ot the mixture Is about
this fall, while those who have been In
30 cents a gallon and it may be ap
Never allow the bull to run loose the habit of plowing only four or five
plied with a hand sprayer every two
Inches In depth may well plow two
days. Some prefer applying the mix about the yard or fields.
ture once a day, using lighter appll
The cream should be delivered not Inches deeper. This, of course, Is only
a general statement, and each person
cations.
less than three times a week.
Loads of clover and other forage
Watch the milch cows carefully, and must determine for himself what he
hauled to the stable every two or see that they keep up their milk flow. may reasonably expect from deeper
three days will keep the calves and
The value of milk for cheese mak- plowing. However, as a general proposition there Is no question but that
cows In excellent condition and the
ing should be based upon the contents we
have reached the stage when we
manure thua made will nearly pay for of both fat and casein.
work our land deeper and give It
must
th Increased labor required In cut
Despite every effort, there is always more surface cultivation.
ting and hauling.
of
more or less complaint
shrinkage
If deeper plowing conserves more
When we consider the relationship of milk in the
dry, hot months.
In the arid belt, there Is no
between the comfort of the cow and
moisture
The example of a successful dairy reason
It should not also do the
calve and the amount of milk and
why
man neighbor doesn't seem to have same In the humid belt. No one knows,
growth we can hardly fall to see that
on
some
farmers.
we should do all In our power to Ira any Impression
ot course, whether next year will be a
The woman who makes good butter
in
condition
time.
their
fly
prove
dry one or not, but even If we should
and clean butter and puts it up attrac- have
a normal rainfall our soils will
tively does not have to cut prices.
be
short of moisture. We never
still
The man who gets his principal inLearning Dairy Business.
is ordinarily called a wet
what
have
Th man who Imagines he knows come from the dairy should breed his
year following a dry year. Let us preall there is to know about dairying cowb to registered dairy-bresires.
of moisture next
for a
courses
without attending the short
Scours In young calves can be pare It willshortage
In our pockets
be
money
year;
for dairying at the agricultural col checked by feeding a teaspconful of
so.
to
do
In
a
calf
without
two
or
reliable
dried blood for each
reading
leges
quarts
farm paper la making a great mistake of warm milk.
Field Free From Weeds.
because no one man can hold all
The average production of butter fat
The corn field that has been kept
there Is to know about the dairy bust per year per cow Is said to be beness.
tween 140 and 150 pounds. This la far free from weeds this summer will
suffer less from the drought and be
too little to b profitable.
most easily handled when It comes
all
and
utensils
The separator
Temperature of Dairy.
Bacteria do not thrive In the cold, Ehould be kept clean and sweet by to cutting for the silo.
but In heat only. It you keep your washing after each milking and
Fall Plowing Best.
milk below 40 degrees the bacteria then set In the sun to dry.
'
how
Fall plowing will make a much
will have small chance.
Nobody has yet discovered
Th dairy cannot be managed Just to get all of the dirt out of milk. The mora compact seed bed than will
right without the use of a thermom- only way to have absolutely clean Bprlng plowing, and crops grown
eterand It must be a good one, no 25-- milk Is to prevent the dirt from get- thereon will be less subject to Injury
eant affair.
from drought.
ting Into It
d

OYSPEPSU

"

'" J"
a

lnln'

sub-surfa-

sub-soili-

1

;;;,;;

ur'

torn of Western Inperlment Stations
ion
Th. I
;hy h ; J
Reached Conclusion That ExcesIn
many
rnnno , a J
sively Deep Plowing Not
so rlosely that they
grow
Always Profitable.
rank growth. They not only jno J r
the grain, but they crowd
cannot
In these dry years farmers In the to such an extent that they
Into
humid belt may with profit look
possibly make a
the methods of soli tillage of th dry some area this 1 truewhich g rain
farmers. There was a time when the fields and of every Held In
such as th
plow,b grown in a dry year
dry farmer talked about shallow
the Dakota
In
ing and surface cultivation, claimingIt present, says a writer
hearsay,
from
left
not
soil
deeply
I
fpeak
that stirring the
Farmer.
loose and open and resulted in a loss but from observation.
meet the
What Is to he done to
of moisture. This was before
farm
every
evil? Of course where
packers and other dry farming
In an unfenced
th
When
use.
thistles
into
came
Russian
machinery
grows
to keep
us and
country, It will be Impossible
big traction engines came into
roni the
machinfree
other
and
tillage
absolutely
farm
any
plows, discs,
how
methistles. It should be possible,
ery could be hauled by means of
chanical power, experimenting In deep ever, to prevent tbem from doing
great damage.
plowing, subsolllng, subsequent discing
will remove
The summer-fallopacking became comand
befor the time
soil
surface
mon and before long deep plowing
them from the
came the rule. It Is not uncommon being, providing the work Is thorough,
over the
for dry farmers to plow to a de pth of but of course they may roll follow-ln- g
Is
IB Inches, and eight to ten Inches
land and strew seed on It the
autumn or winter.
now the usual depth, says the Farmer
Land may be plowed Immediately
and Breeder.
They are plowing to
will
that depth with horses, usually using when the grain Is removed. This
maturing
from
from five to six on a gang plow.
prevent much seed
It
that would otherwise mature, and
Naturally some of th western
being
from
been
studying will prevent the plants
stations have
The
soli tillage questions under arid condi- carried elsewhere by the wind.
condifficulty
the
in
the
to
come
lies
tions and they have
objection to this
a
clusion that excessively deep plowing found In doing this work at such
of
a
depth
time.
Is not profitable, but that
Winter rye may be profitably grown
eight to ten incheB, as a rule, givesa
on Buch land. Preparing the land for
the most remunerative results. For
The
period of five years, on four different rye will be hard on the thistles. harbe
station
may
the
rye
following spring
fields, the Utah experiment
has obtained the following average re- rowed two or three times. This will be
hard on the thistles and good for the
sults with wheat:
If winter wheat can be successYield per acre-De- pth rye.
be
Bus. fully grown, similar results may
of Plowing.
made to follow.
8 Inches
10 Inches
Growing a crop of corn and caring
13.1
16 Inches
It properly will go far toward
for
and
20 inches, Including plowing
cleaning a piece of land thus infested
In a single season. Some of the seeds
On one of the fields Included In the may live over until the spring, but the
four fields referred to In the above seeds of Russian thistles seldom live
table, plowing to a depth ot 10 Inches more than two years.
gave the highest yield 23.4 bushels
Much may also be accomplished by
per acre. On the other three flelda harrowing spring grain. The grain
plowing over 10 Inches In depth gave may be harrowed two to four times
the highest yields, yet the difference with much profit to the grain and with
was not sufficiently large to offset the great Injury to the thistles. It Is not
extra cost of the deeper plowing and the purpose In this paper to discuss
subsolllng. On two other fields, during the exact methods of harrowing. This
1907 and 1908, th following average is a very effective way of destroying
yields were obtained from different these plants. If all farmers were to
depths of plowing:
fight the pest as outlined, It would
be seriously harmful.
Tleld per acre-S- oil cease to
Bus.
Preparation.
20
Disced, but not plowed
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California reports that a single ranch
there produced $5,000 sacks of beans.
Business of rejoicing in Boston.
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The Maine Farmer thua report the
go.
address of Prof. R. W. Redman given
on the Farming Special trip, on the
Our anceatora got rid of beara and ubject ot the dairy calf: HI
satamounta tnatead ot fleaa and
were the result of the beat
practical experience along that line.
After some preliminary remark along
Seattle ta going to bare a
the line of selection of the cow and
41 atoiiea high, but only Se- the use of a pure-brebull, In which
attle knowa what tor.
he emphasized the quite generally accepted assertion that the aire la half
New Tork atate'a hobo farm la show- the breed, be spoke particularly of
ing good result. It is driving the the treatment of the cow before calvhoboea out of the state.
ing. She should rest a few weeks and
ahould be fed well but not high, and
A man In Pittsburgh haa discovered should have some succulent feed. She
a cure for hay fever. Moreover, he de- should have good care and attention
clare It la not to be aneeced at
and will respond with better offspring.
He suggested the following treatAn aviator la called a blrdman, but ment of the calf: Leave It with the
there la many a gay old bird who dam a few day and then take It
never haa flown In an aeroplane.
away and teach It to drink. A clean
pail ahould be used and the milk
The wife of the prize model husband ahould always be the same temperahaa committed auiclde. It la a warn- ture. After a few days ot whole milk,
ing to wives who expect too much.
the us of sklmmllk may be com- -
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Stomach Treatment
Performing Miracles.

Munyon's

TELLS YOU

MUNY0N

HOW TO GET WELL

FREE OF CHARGE
"A, few days ago I received a letter
from a young man, who states he Is J
occupied severs
years of age. and has
but owing to Inill.
Important positions, to
and
Inability
sleep ha has been
gextinn
unable to concentrate his mind upon hie
work and hua consequently been dts.
of duty,
charged on the ground of
lie goes on to say that he Is a young
man of steady habits, but for years ht
has suffered from dyspepsia, which has
so affected his nerves thut he Is unabli
to sleep, and that It la not neglect upon
his part, nor lack of Interest in the bust,
ness, but simply physical weakness. Ha
asks my advice In this matter.
"For the benefit of a large number ot
those similarly situated I propose to
answer this letter publicly, hoping that
It may bo the means of helping many
who may be affected in this way.
"In the first place, the stomach must
be made well before tha nerves can bt
made strong. Tha nerves must be mads
one can sleep well. No
strong before of
one Is capable
doing his best who Is In
with Insomnia or any
troubled
anv way
The greatest gen
form of nervousness.
erala have been men of Iron nerve and
Indomitable will. They have had perfect
digestion, being able to eat well, and
all they ate.
"It la said that Napoleon lost the batWaterloo becauae of a fit of Indof
tle
ication. Grant's enormous reserve power
was due to a well stomach. Abraham
Lincoln said that 'he did not know that
he had a stomach.' Grover Cleveland. It
Is said, could work 18 hours a day, eat
a hearty meal at 2 or S o'clock In ths
morning, go to bed and sleep soundly un-t- il
I o'clock and get up refreshed, ready
for a new day's work.
ut

"Pres. Taft

la

another type of healthy

manhood. Who thinks for one moment
that he would be the President of tht
t'nlted States today had he been a dyspeptic or affected with some nervous
of all
ailment? I claim that
the failures In professional and business
life are due to weak and deranged stomachs.
v
"No business house would care to
to sell
a dyspeptlo representative One-hapoods for them on the road.
the men who stand behind counters
earning from 112 to $15 a week, will
never get beyond these figures, for tho
reason tmt they are physically weak.
They lack the nerve power and commanding strength that come from a good,
sound stomach.
"No one cares to hear a dyspeptto
preacher. No matter how pious he mar
he, ho Is bound to reflect his bilious anil
jaundiced condition. Ito will unconsciously inoculate his hearers with his melancholy feelings.
"No one would think of entrusting an
Important legal case in the hands of a
dvsppptlc lawyer, any more than ha
would earn to entrust Ms own life, or
that of a dear one, In the hands of a physician who Is nervous, Irritable or a dyspeptic. Men must have good digestion,
manhood In orstrong nerves and vital clear-cudecision
t
der to render a clean,
business.
or
either In medicine, law
"I believe that more than 111 half of tha
health. I
divorces can be traced to
want every dyspeptic to try my stomach
corrects
It
for
treatment,
nearly all forms
Oats for the brood sows will pro- of
Indigestion and nervousness. It makes
old stomachs almost as good as new. Its
duce better muscle for the pigs.
power for digesting rood ann
Don't rush matters when loading marvelous
getting the best out of It makes for good
fat hogs. A little haste may kill a fat rich, red blood. This, in turn, strengthens the nerves, builds up the general sysporker.
tem, and will surelv prolong life and
Pneumonia kills many pigs before make It a pleasure to live and do the
allotted to us."
the herd gets used to sleeping In damp things
Professor Munvon makes no enarge rorconsultation or medical advice: not a penpens or drafts.
to pav. Address Pror. J. M. Munyon.
The young boars that are to be de- nvfnnvon's
and
laboratories. Fifty-thir- d
should
Jefferson streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
veloped for breeding purposes
two-thir-

em-plo-

lf

v,

be selected at an early age.
For the breeding of mules select
mares that have good sized, roomy
bodies and short, strong limbs.
Hang the windows so that the wind
will shoot overhead when they are
open, and not right on the cows.
There is hardly any reasonable
limit on the price a farmer can afford to pay for a good brood sow.
Frequent change to fresh pasture is
one of the best ways to stimulate the
growth of both the grass and the pigs.
Tne dreaded gap between fall and
spring pasturing has been successfully spanned In this country by the silo.
It Is a good plan to soak shelled
corn for the hogs and If It Is ground
before It Is soaked, bo much the bet-

The Simple Life.
Anna Maria Wllhelmlna Pickering,
In her "Memoirs," edited by her son,
tells a Yorkshire incident which contains a great deal of human nature
Variety spices life; the plain is monotonous, until Its extent entitles It to
the name of prairie or desert, and It
gains interest through vastness.
There was an old couple In the vil
lage whom I U3ed often to go to see.
One day, when I found them sitting,
one on each side of the fire, the old
man said to me:
mlBsts and me, we've been
"Well,
married nigh on 60 years, and we've
never had one quarrel."
The old woman looked at me, with a
twinkle In her eye, and said:
ter.
"It war verie conscientious, hut
It is generally advisable to study
an environment of a locality before se- verle dool." Youth's Companion.
lecting a particular breed of live
stock.
WEAK, ILL AND MISERABLE.
Qlve the young boar as many kflfds.
How many people suffer from hack-achot food as can reasonably be provided,
but do not make sudden changes in
headache and dizziness without realizing the cause? These symphis diet.
After the pigs have been put Into toms ot kidney trouble are too serious
the fattening pen in the fall they
to neglect
should be fed all that they will eat
James C. Hardin,
with a relish.
Texas,
Weatherford,
If a little rape seed Is sprinkled in
and
feet
says:
"My
with the rye, a variety of feed will be
numb
limbs
became
provided, and the hogs will do even
and I had terrible
better than upon rye alone.
pains
The special care of the young boars
through tha
should commence at weaning time,
small ot my back.
when they should be separated from
Kidney secretions
the gilts and other hogs placed In a
caused untold annoy
yard away from the rest of the herd.
ance by their fre
quency in passage and I began to
think there was no hope for me.
Forms Potash on Vegetables.
One of the most puzzling points In Doan's Kidney Pills cured me and I
the use ot fertilizers Is the effect of have not had the slightest trouble
the various forms of potash. Some since."
"When Your Back Is Lame, Rememvegetables and fruMs seem to thrive
best In muriate of potash. Others give ber the Name DOAN'S."
For sale by druggists and general
better yields when treated with sul
of
Even
storekeepers
the
Price BOO.
potash.
everywhere.
phate
garden Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo, N. Y.
vegetables seem to have their paefer- ence, according to recent tests at the
There Is a certain amount of lye In
Maine experiment station. Thus rhu
barb gives a much heavier yield with soap, but that la no reason why It
muriate of potash, while onions, cauli- should be Injected Into the advertiseflower and asparagus give heavier ments.
crops with sulphate. Orchard fruits.
Inflammatory Rheumatism
mar make
as a rule, Beem to prefer the sulphate.
you a cripple for life. Don't wait for
inflammation to set in. When the fin
hunt pains appenr, drive the poison out
How Potash Affects Hay Crop.
with Hamlins Wizard Oil.
In the use of potash as a fertilizer
for grass the Maine experiment sta
Some people ride In airships and
tlon finds that the greater results are some others are
flighty by nature.
seen In the second cutting. Tho pot
ash BhowB only a moderate effect In
the first crop, but greatly Increases
the growth of clover, so that the sec
ond cutting or aftermath Is decidedly
heavier than when no potash la used.
for
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suspects on whom his mental efforts were concentrated. He was unable to drag forth the culprit Then he
sought to discern the motive for the
crime in the action of each possible
criminal, but he could come to no satisfactory conclusion.
more informa"More information,
tion is needed before the real work
can begin!" he murmured.
In his preoccupation he did not
the door open and the servant
show in a subordinate from Headquarters. Not until the visitor spoke
did he become aware of his presence.
"Two cablegrams for you, sir," the
subordinate said.
The first cablegram aroused no emotions in the detective.
"Have obtained original drawings.
with them," the
Will sail
message from Logan read.
He opened the second envelope and
read the contents half a dozen times,
as If to stamp them Indelibly on his
mind.
"Drawings for duplicates taken to
manufacturer by young woman. Gave
name of Elinor Holcomb."
Brltz dismissed the visitor, left the
house, and hastened to the office of
Dr. Fitch.
Taking the Important
cablegram from his pocket, he handed
it to the physician. The doctor's eyes
lingered on each word. His face paled,
his eyes bulged forward, a violent
tremor ran up and down his frame.
"This is awful!" he groaned.
"It's great news for you and Miss
Holcomb," the detective smiled.
Fitch eyed him in perplexity. The
detective met his inquiring gate steadily, and, slowly folding the cablegram,
he said:
"It proves beyond question she had
no part in the crime."
"How?" Fitch demanded eagerly.
"If Miss Holcomb had been clever
enough to plan the theft, she'd have
known better than to go about Paris
ordering the duplicates. Also, if she
had taken the diamonds, she'd never
have permitted one of them to remain
in her room in Mrs. Mlssloner's
house. No, whoever stole those gems
deliberately tried to throw suspicion
on her."
"But who could have conceived such
a dastardly crime?" Fitch blurted, a
wave of anger sweeping his frame.
"Whoever It was," Brltz returned,
"either was actuated by enmity toward the young woman, or knew
enough about the Mlssloner household
to realize that suspicion would naturally fall on her, and therefore he decided to use her as a cloak to hide
his own identity. However, I now
have something to work on, something
that will produce quick results. Dr.
Fitch, you may tell Miss Holcomb
that in my calculations she Is entirely
eliminated from participation in the
crime. You may inform her also that
the hunt for the thief has begun."
Before the physician recovered
from the pleasant shock of the detective's words, Brltz was hurrying
down the steps.
of

SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with a scream from
Torothy March In the opera box of Mrs,
Mlssloner, a wealthy widow. It la occasioned when Mm. MlHMioner's necklace
breaks, scattering the dlnmonda all over
the floor. Curtla Qrlawold and Hruxton
r,
Sands, aoclety men In love with Mrs.
Rather up tne gems. Uiiawold
tepa on what la supposed to be the celebrated Maharanee and crushes it. A Hindoo declares It waa not the genuine. An
xpert later pronounces all the atonea
substitutes for the original. Detectlvea
Donnelly and Carson Investigate. They
decide that the theft of the original gems
was accomplished by some one In the
Mis-lone-

house. Mlsa Kllnor Holcomb, confidential
companion of Mra, Mlasloner, la suspected. One of the missing; diamonds la
found In her room. Mra. Missioner
that Hllnor la Innocent, but she la
taken to prison. Meantime, In an uptown mansion, two Hindoos, who are In
America to recover the Maharanee, discuss the arreat. Detective Brlti takes up
the caae. He evidently believes Elinor inof Dr.
nocent and asks the
Lawrence Fitch, her fiance, In running;
down the real criminal. He advises Elinor
not to seek ball. Brits Investigates affairs
at the Mlasloner home. He learn that
Mrs. Mlssloner had the diamond in Paris
pro-tes- ta

with her.

CHAPTER IX.

.

(Continued.)

the detective left the office, he
could not help a feeling of depression
at the slow progress of events. As yet,
the Intricacies of the mystery were
Aa

vaguely outlined In his mind. He saw
them aa
floating mist, heavy with
possibilities but charged with delusive
signs of beckoning trails thtt he Instinctively knew led u nowhere. He
was still treading lightly the mazes
of the case. One false step might be
fatal, and he preferred to remain, in
crouching attitude of watchfulness,
ready to spring from cover at the

proper moment

Much as he deplored his enforced
Inactivity, he nevertheless had faith
In the final outcome. A quick mental
survey of the case convinced him that
the first necessity was to find the
maker of the paste stones. Whoever
made the duplicate Maharanee would
surely recall having done so. There
were few Europeon firms that could
have made the stone. It waa doubtful
whether any American manufacturer
oould have turned out a substitute to
fool the eyes of Mrs. Mlssloner, even
for a night It Is hard enough to get
the compact brilliance of the diamond
In a small paste gem; Infinitely more
difficult Is It to manufacture a counterfeit Maharanee. Dritz knew that
whoever copied the cut and luster of
that marvelous stone was at. expert
of high caliber. No faint shimmer of
glass could have availed to deceive
The laboratory fire
Mrs. MlssSoner.
that gleamed from the duplicate was
the work of years of experiment, and
only in Paris, Brits believed, was the
art of manufacturing paste gems sufficiently developed to bring forth a
satisfactory duplicate of the Maharanee.
Three weeks, at least, must elapse
before word would come from Logan.
The emissary sent abroad was himself
a diamond expert. Before entering
the Detective Bureau, he had been a
foreign agent of the United States
Treasury Department. If the dupliwas
manufactured
cate necklace
abroad, Logan would find the manufacturer without delay. Brltz had
faith In his man, and he waited impatiently through three weeks of torment for the first cablegram. It came
finally, and he opened It with nervous
fingers.
"Mlssloner necklace manufactured
from drawings by three firms. Original never in possession of manufac-

turers."
Brits let the telegram flutter to the
floor.
"I knew It!" he burst forth. "They
wouldn't have dared to take the original out of the safe without immediately replacing It with the duplicate."
He picked up the message and
trarst into the Chiefs room.
"Read it!" he exclaimed.
drank In the
eyes
The Chief's
to grasp
failed
his
brain
but
words,
their underlying meaning.
"I don't see that this proves any-

thing," he remarked.
"It proves everything," volleyed
Brits. "It proves that the thief was a
clever draughtsman. It proves that
be spent weeks sketching the necklace, stone by stone, and it proves,
too, that he went to Paris to have the
duplicate made."
"It proves all that," agreed the
Chief. "But who had the opportunity
to see the necklace a sufficient number of times and long enough to make
the sketches? Who but Miss Holcomb?"
"I will find someone who had almost aa good an opportunity," Brits
returned confidently.
"And if you do, what will it mean?"
asked the Chief.
"It will mean something to work
on." the detective said.
hours BrlU
The next twenty-fou- r
of
his home,
in
the
quiet
spent
his mind focused on the problem before him, trying to map out his
line of procedure. Plan after plan he
discarded as worthless. He could have
struck out blindly in the hope of
stumbling on a trail, but that was not
Brltz's method. Crime mysteries were
to him scientific problems to be solved
by scientific moans. Step by step he
went over tho ground already covered,
and then swept the outlook with the
keen searchlight of his mind.
By a process of elimination he tried
to sift the real thief from the group

ob-rer-
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cape the greatest detective in New
York. But Brltz seemed not to notice
it, nnd the simple directness of his
manner put the girl at her ease.
"I took the liberty, Miss March," he
said pleasantly, "because I saw you
across the orchestra, and I need a
short course In social knowledge."
His smile robbed the reply of flippancy.
"Fancy!" said Dorothy. She was so
utterly at sea as to the detective's
purpose she could think of nothing
else to say save: "I fear you have
sought a poor teacher."
"Well, I don't know now," Brltz returned, looking at her with respectful
admiration. "You see, you're a society girl, and I know nothing of society, and there's something I want

to

knowsomething

I

ought

to

know."
"If there's anything I can tell you,
Mr. Brltz, I'll be glad to do so," Dor"Especially if it
othy volunteered.
will help you to find Mrs. Mlssloner's
diamonds."
"I'm not sure It will," said BrlU. "It
may, however, save me from seeking
them In the wrong place. You seemed
to enjoy the play, Miss March."
This shift of subjects was so abrupt that if Dorothy's breath had not
already been coming in catches, she
might have gasped. It was evident
detectives were more original than
society men. She wondered absently
If the type was worth studying.
"Why, yes," her hesitating answer
came. "I believe it's considered one
of the best hits of the season. Very
elevating, you know, and well, differ

ent"

"Modern, Miss March?"
"It has two periods. The first deals
with the life of today, the second
harks back to the early Victorian period with, I understand, an abrupt re-

turn to the present."
She was chatting quite easily with
the detective now. Had she been
Dorothy March Talks.
Matinee girls in the Forrest Theater reared in Mulberry street instead of
differ from their sisters of other New on Murray Hill, she could not have
York playhouses in that they are far felt more natural.
more serlouB than anybody In the eve"Now, this society subject by the
marshmal-lows- ,
CHAPTER X.

ning audiences. Caramels,
chocolate creams are forbidden
by the unwritten law of their cult
The utmost nourishment one of them
can allow herself is a salted almond
nibbled surreptitiously between decorous little outbursts of
applause. It is not the sort of gathering in which one would expect to find
the busiest sleuth of the headquarters
staff, especially with a great diamond
mystery on his hands. Yet, on one
of those warm January afternoons
that make the metropolis wonder If it
Is being metamorphosed into a winter
resort, one of the most Interested auditors in the select little theater was
Detective-Lieutenan- t
Britc, of Manning's staff.
Britz found the somebody he sought
when his gaze fell on a slim little figd
ure In the trimmest of
off the
row
fifth
in
the
gowns, sitting
center aisle. Instantly his last pretense of attention to the play vanished. Keeping his eyes on the gray
curves of the girl In the fifth row, he
quitted his post at one side of the
house and walked slowly to the main
exit, whence he watched her until the
curtain fell on the first act. Meanwhile, he scribbled on a card, slipped
a liberal tip into the receptive hand
of an usher, and indicated the object
of his interest When the curtain fell
on the first act the usher hurried
down the aisle, and presented the
card to the girl in gray.
"If Miss March," read the young
woman, "will spare a few minutes to
Britz,- - of Headquarters, she will confer a favor and serve her friend, Mrs.
Mlssloner."
Dorothy gathered her wrap, glasses
and program quickly and followed the
usher to the back of the theater. The
youth led her to the famous detective,
whom, though she had heard of him
through Doris Mlssloner, she beheld
for the first time.
"You wished to see me?" Inquired
Dorothy. It was a banal question, and
a flush tinged her cheeks as she realized its superfluousness oould not es- d

dove-colore-

way, Miss March," Brltz switched
again, "is there as much difference
between social life then and now?"
"Oh, a great deal, I should say."
Her eyes twinkled. "Of course, I cannot speak with authority from personal observation."
"I wouldn't ask you to tell me anything about Ward McAllister from personal observation, Miss March," said
the sleuth. His gallantry on occasion
was the wonder of the Central office.
Could It
Dorothy looked alarmed.
be great detectives wasted time on
compliments, too? But a side glance
at the detective's serious expression
reassured her. It was manifest even
to a debutante he had no Idea of making an Impression along that line.
She laughed frankly and looked at
him again In the friendliest way.
"I know you don't want to ask me
about anything so recent as the Spanish war," she said, "now, do you?"
"Candidly, I don't," he rejoined.
"To tell you the plain truth, I don't
know exactly what I wish to ask you
nor how to ask It, but I have an Idea
you can help me, and I am sure you
will for Mrs. Mlssloner's sake."
"And Miss Holcomb's?" asked the
girl eagerly. "She, too, you know, Is a
dear friend of mine."
answered
"And Miss Holcomb's,"
the headquarters man warmly. "Let
me say, too, my dear young lady, as
one old enough to be your your"
"Don't say my brother, Mr. Britz,"
Interposed Dorothy mischievously. "I
I well, I don't really see how I can
be a sister to anybody else." She felt
to treat this, strangely
Impelled
natural man naturally she, who despite her Inexperience, could freeze
presumption with a glance, felt that
way. It was a tribute to his adaptability.
Brltz laughed.
"Miss March," he said with more
heartiness in hts tone than had colored it In many a day, "if I were not
so busy, it would be a delight to be
an elder brother to you. But I guess
you're not Interested In my Impulses,

Is Needed.1

and we were talking of the play."
"Oh, yes, 'the play's the thing.'"
Dorothy countered with keen relish
of the situation. If subtlety was his
intention, she would show him what a
woman Dorothy was all of nineteen
a woman could do. "I never would
have supposed," she added, allowing
herself full measure of mischief, "that
a famous detective oould be a matinee
man."
Brltz winced. His ready good nature parried her shafts, however, and
it was with the same slow smile that
he replied:
"Does the author reconcile the manners of the two periods, or, is the
piece one of those problem plays that
leave everything to the audience?
You see, Miss March," he went on,
"Mulberry street gets to Broadway
occasionally."
"I don't know, Mr. BrlU." She tried
to recall the advance notice of the
"This is the first time
production.
I've seen It I dare say the playwright has bridged the gap somehow."
"It's a wide gap to bridge," observed the detective
thoughtfully.
"From reading nineteenth century novels, I Bhould Bay it would be hard for
the writer to hold Interest with such
a groundwork for his plot Things
were so different 50 years ago."
"Exactly what my grandfather
says," Dorothy retorted, fun flashing
in that mignon face. "But we'll know
soon how the author has succeeded,"
she added. "The orchestra Is nearing
the end of this selection."
"Even their amusements were differ
ent" mused BrlU. "Instead of golf,
tennis, autolng, yachting, they had
archery, croquet, sketching and square
dances I don't suppose anybody In
Miss
society sketches nowadays,
March?"
"I'd hardly say that" she replied.
"There are a few talented men "
"And many women"
"Oh, almost all women are more or
less artistic," said Dorothy with
"But one must not be unjust to the men on that account."
"Well, Miss March," and his smile
from a younger man would have been
called caressing, "we've started with
discussion of the play, and we touched
on authorship, the founder of the Four
Hundred, the war with Spain and a
dozen other subjecU.
Funny how
chatter zigzags, isn't it? I was about
to say that from all I understand, the
society men of today are not as accomplished, even if they are talented,
as the beaux of good Queen Victoria's
girlhood. Come, now, I'd be willing
to bet a box of bonbons you don't
know half a dozen men who can draw
anything except checks."
"Oh, yes, I do!" Bhe cried gayly.
"Half a dozen,
Then, medlUtlvely,
you say? Do you know, Mr. BrlU, I
think you in."
"You don't know as many as six?"
Brltz Inquired, as if the fate of empires hung on his winning the wager
that as yet was only a hypothesis.
"It's humiliating, Isn't it?" she said
naively. "But I don't. There are two
or three, though Teddy Lorlmer and
Mr. Oris wold, and that queer little
Anatole Anatole oh,
Frenchmen,
you know who I mean?"
"Anatole Daublgny?"
"Yes he draws the funniest, dearest little dogs."
"And hts monkeys, Miss March.
Don't forget his monkeys."
"Aren't they simply simply ravishing?" the girl returned. "And have
you seen his newest satire on the
lot of apes and
Newport set
baboons and chimpanzees in evening
dress sitting at the table with several
men and women? 'A Family Reunion,'
he calls It"
"Delightful!" said BrlU with enthusiasm equaling hers. "I perceive
we enjoy a good many things in common, Miss March."
She smiled. It was not every matinee girl who could Interest a man
s
who solved
mysteries.
It
"Isn't
strange!" she said. Then
the training of years recalled her to a
sense of what she was doing. "I fear
we've been very unconventional, Mr.
world-famou-

Brltz." she catd as primly as her
"But I've enprettiness permitted.
joyed our little chat very much."
"Which means I must be going,"
said Brltz promptly, "If I'm not to
spoil your enjoyment of the
scene. The orchestra has finished speaking its little piece."
"Yes, there goes the curtain," agreed
Dorothy, rising hastily. "So glad to
have met you, Mr. Brltz. I hope I've
been of some assistance about dear
Mrs. Mlssloner's Jewels.
n

"But, Mr. Brltz," she cried, "there
was something you wished to ask me
something that was to help you find
the diamonds?"
"Some other time, Miss March,
thank you," said BrlU, smiling. "I
won't detain you now. Perhaps we'll
meet at another matinee soon, with a
longer intermission between the acts.
acDelighted to have made your
I know
quaintance, Miss March.
you're in a hurry to get back to your
seat. Forrest audiences don't like to
be disturbed, you know.
Miss March, and thank you so
Good-afternoo-

much!"

He had cause to thank her, he believed. For, in her girlish talk, she
had given him the first Mlssloner
clue of the week or, rather, she had
extended for him a thread of the
mystery that had occupied much of
his thoughU from the moment when
he received Logan's cable saying the
from
were
made
paste jewels
For days, he had sought
sketches.
to learn who among Mrs. Mlssloner's
intimates was artist enough to make
such delicate draughU of the diamonds as would be required by an artificer for the manufacture of Imitations. With that object, he had ascertained Dorothy's Intention to go to the
matinee in the Forrest and had gone
to the theater1 to meet her under conditions not likely to interfere with
such gentle questioning of her as he
meant to do. His veiled interrogation
of the society girl had brought forth
the fact that Curtis Griswold could
sketch that the clubman was sufficiently master of his pencil to have
his Bkill pretty generally known
Lorlmer
among his acquaintances.
and Daublgny, the other society artists Bhe had mentioned, were not, he
knew, in Mrs. Mlssloner's circle. .
It was fortunate for Lieutenant
Brltz, as well as for Elinor Holcomb
and Doctor Fitch, and everybody
whose hopes hinged on the detective's
success in solving the great Missioner
diamond mystery, that long custom
made him thread the traffic of the
city's throbbing artery automatically,
for bo deeply did the sleuth ponder
the possibilities of his newest Information that he had several close escapes from taxicabs, private automobiles and trolley cars as he crossed
Broadway and bent his steps toward
Fifth avenue. The case had cleared a
little, but his course was not much
plainer than It had been when he
dropped Into the theater In quest of
further knowledge.
"It won't do to call Miss March as
a witness," he mused, walking north
In the carriage-crowde- d
avenue, with
that briskness characteristic of him
when his brain was most active. "She

rest, and that when he caused maa
or woman to be placed In the prisoner's dock, a conviction almost always
followed.
"Griswold, Sands, All, Blodgett "
Th names presented themselves to
the sleuth's mind In that order as he
hastened along with no particular
niac an an obiectlve merely walking
to stimulate bis mental process. It
always brightened Britz to pass me
panorama of fashion In Fifth avenue.
It was with an almost fatherly feel
ing he glanced at the rich, the debon
air, the gay sauntering along tne sidewalks or rolling In automobiles and
carriages up and down the asphalt.
The safety of their wealth, sometimes
of their very lives, depended on the
vigilance, courage and efficiency of
himself, and of the few men like him
on the police force of New York. So
far as the rank and file of the department were concerned, those care-tre- e
sons and daughters of opportunity
might be at the mercy of the ablest
birds of prey In the human flock. It
was because Britz and his compeers
worked and watched and waited so
patiently, bo devotedly, bo. ceaselessly,
that fashion and finance, coquetry and
commerce, could bask In the sunshine
of metropolitan prosperity.

A
limousine standing at the
street caught
corner of
his attention. For a moment he
studied It as be slackened his pace.
XUcu ua Biujjyou buuiv, ichw6w
steps, crossed to the east side of the
avenue, and, through the windows of
a waiting cab, trained his gaze on
Sherry's fashionable restaurant in
front of which the costly automobile
stood. Dimly, through the filmy lace
curtains, he saw the figures of those
lingering over afternoon tea, with a
few early diners. He could not distinguish their faces, but something in
the bearing of a woman at the first
Then a
window held his glance.
waiter, moving silently about the table, chanced to part the curtains with
his elbow, and In the momentary gap
between the folds of film BrlU saw
the blonde beauty of Mrs. Missioner,
features of Curtis
and the clear-cu- t
dark-blu-

e

Forty-fourt- h

Griswold.

Brits settled himself to wait The
cabman, whose vehicle he was using
as a redoubt looked at him inquiringly, but the detective fished out of hla
pocket a fat cigar with a scarlet-and-gol- d
band, and In a moment he and
the cabby were chatting amiably. The
headquarters man had not long to
wait Before the cabman had gone
far Into discussion of the current political crisis, the door of the resUu-ran- t
across the street was swung open
by a boy In many buttons, and Mrs.
Mlssloner appeared on the threshold.
She was followed closely by Griswold
and, after a moment's pause to gladden the heart of the
youth, by a man the watching detective was somewhat surprised to see
Bruxton Sands.
"Home," said Mrs. Missioner to her
chauffeur. BrlU could not hear the
word, but be read It from ber lips.
He saw the widow step Into ber limousine, saw Sands and Griswold follow,
saw the chauffeur throw his clutch,
saw the big car glide swiftly south to
wheel for a northward trip along the
the automobile
Before
avenue.
reached a turning point the detective
sprang into the cab, whispered an address to the driver, and added In
much-buttone-

low

d

tone:

"Double your fare for speed."
The cabman lashed his horse and,
knowing his craft threaded his way
through the traffic so quickly that In
a short time be was several blocks
ahead of the limousine. All the way
up the avenue the race continued,
BrlU well In the lead. At the Fifty-nint- h
street entrance, the automobile)
swung Into the park, but the cabman
urged his horse straight up Fifth avenue, and bo great was the gain made
by the short cut that a few blocks further north he dropped his fare lo
front of a mansion of imposing ugliness, touched his hat In acknowledgment of a generous fee, and was bowling eastward, halfway to Madison avenue, when the Mlssloner car reappeared from the park's Seventy-second

"I

Won't Detain You Now."

street gate.

"You at least can stop for a minute
of gossip," said Mrs. Mlssloner over
her shoulder as she preceded Sands
and Griswold Into her library. "Finance and club affairs can wait a lite
tie while, and oh!"
problem.
fTO BE CONTINUED.)
BrlU by no means was prepared to
utler.
suspect Griswold of the robbery. He
The Sclentlfle
realized thoroughly that Dorothy's InScience In iu more awful forms Is
formation was all he had to indicate not confined to schoolboy howlers. One
Griswold any more than Sands, or of the witty Canon Ainger's stories-quo- ted
two or three others. He did not even
In Mr. B. V. Lucas' delightful
know whether Miss Holcomb could anthology of letters, entitled "The Secdraw, and It was no part of his pur- ond Post" proves it
pose to distress the Imprisoned girl
At a country house party a maid was
with questions betraying the smallest dreasinc a cuest's hair.
belief In the accusation against her.
"I hope. Parker," said the lady, "yes
No; BrlU always honest with himself, are comfortable In your place?"
could not say he suspected Griswold.
"Oh, yes, ma'am," the maid replied,
"The aocietv
His method was the opposite of Don- with rrptt warmth.
susof
The butler
Is
so
Instead
Carson's.
and
sUlrs
superior.
down
nelly's
pecting everybody, as they Invariably leads the conversation.
"He Is a refined man," she contindid In cases at all mysterious, he
would not attach suspicion to anyone ued, with rising enthusiasm, - "indeed,
without satisfactory proof. That was quite scientific He has been telling as
the secret of his success. He was all about evolution, and we quite andsr
f .
more than a detective; be was prose- stand it now.
maid
.earn"He
counsel
the
to
the
and
concluded,
says,"
cutor, Judge, Jury
It accounted for the fact estly, "that we are all descended from.
defense.
that he rarely made a mistaken ar Darwin." Youth's Companion. ;

can't absolutely prove anything." It
was necessary to obtain Ungtble evidence of Griswold's ability aa a
draughtsman. How to do so without
alarming the clubman was the present
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aurttet Ja! how much he has done lor a neightie port iOm m tea Jt bor, and at the same time bewail- I, Itsa,
Htm Uexieo u4er mi tl Ceapea 4
Mr; the fact that the action was
Kan a, 1171."
not appreciated. We heard one,
Of
SI.
par
year,
XvUcrlptloe price,
day a man bragging Jthat he had
a great deal for a certain
Atvertieiaf rate tanlaM
Ap
woman.
On heing asked what he
j.lieatloa.
had done he replied that he let
0. E. imie, Editor sod PuWUIWf . her do his family washing.
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Honorable Edwird

u

tt.hi,

3iuc ui iiiidks nnu oiners woo are
contjnuely telling us that our pre
sent ways of living are leading us
to certain ruin, should study some
of the history 0 the past, Many
TERRITORJAL OFFICERS.
times has the human race and the
separate nations been in trouble,
Goyernor W. J. Mills, Santa Fe, and as many times have things
N. M.
righted themselves. In the mean
Secretary Nathan Jaffa, Santa time why should we go about with
a
glonmy countenence makFrank W. inglong,
Attorney General
and others miser
ourselves
Clancy, Santa Fe, N. M.
able
by talking that everything is
Treasurer M. A. Qtero, Sacta
and nothing is right.
wrong
Fe, N. V.
We
are
citizens of, anda part
Superintendent Public instruction
of
the greatest nation in the world
lames fc.. juark, Danta pe
N. M.
and it has been made so by the
Commissioner of Fublic Lands
If
present way of doing things.
Robert P.
Lrvtne, Santa ye, the present methods of business,
'
N. M.
and government, are bad,
Game and Fish Warden Jam.es living
how
did
jt succeed in making us
Santa Fe, N. M.
P.
it---- -

Wno WM

nn'nted on

R. Wright
Su-don-

Justices of the Supreme Court of
the Territory of New Mexico.
Since Judge Wright has been
iL.
me Iuencn ne nas neia court in
practically every district in the
Territory and the manner of the
discharge of his duties in that
office has won for him universal
arlmirattnn anI rAarsfr
nil
Qn
Wright has ukea thi- Supreme Bench of New Mexico
with old and experienced lawyers
and has shown bimsclt to be a
jurist, the peer of any of them.
No reflection can be cast on
either the private or public life of
Judge Wright, and there is no
man before the people who is bet
ter qualified to nil the office which
1.

.

s

1

he seeks.

N. M.
U.

years ago a prominent
man asked this question during a
conflicting campaign. We beleive
it is proper for every voter in Quay
county to ask the same thing now.
The charges that have been
A few

;n

ma

5! Local Land Officers,

.

.

,

r.mn.!wn.
k

nn

.

.1.-,- ;.

.

.

R. A. Prentice.
N. V. Gallegos,

-

ty

Precinct Officers,
fieo. E. Sale, Justice of Peace,

pudley Anderson, Constable.
Honesty is the best policy for
lawyers, but if laymen practiced
it there would be nobody to practice law.
Personally we are full of pat
riqtism and state pride; still we
have more patience with a man
who doesn't love his country than
with one who doesn't Iqye frjed
chicken.

The newly arrived eastern visitor complained that in the southwest "Nobody's anybody." It is

FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.
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Interior U. S.

vgrvwww

Department of the
Land Ottlce, at Tucumcari, New Mexico, October 19, 1011.
Notice is heroby given that William
D.Starcher of Tipton, N. M., who, on
May 1, 1906, made Homestead Entry,
NO 8271, for SE
SoO. 10 Twp. 9N,
3oE.
N.
M.
P.
Meridian, has
Range
filed notice of Intention to make
Final Five Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above describ
ed, before Eugene E. Hedgecoke. U.
S. Commissioner, at Endeo.N. M., on
the 27th day of November, 1011.
Claimant names as witnesses:
.ludd Miller, Sam E. Grlder, J. II.
Miller and Ira Stomple all of Tipton,
1-- 4,

17-2-

R. A. Pfenth-b- ,

1

Trades
Tucumcari

Register

progressive Broom Factory
Corn mill and Green bone mill a

Report Every Day in

lear

m

ffiE. M.

Albuquerque, N. M.

M.

R. A. Prbnticb, Register

Announcements

I,

Assessor
probably due to the fact that in we are,
fbis country ''Everybody's someHaving received the nomination
for Assessor of Quay county on
body." El Pasq Iferald.
WANTED Goon Housfkeep the republican ticket, I desire to
ino Magazine requires tne serT announce my candidacy before
Speaking of the proposed censor- vices
of a representative in San
consideration
ship of theatres, to the pure all Jon Valley to look after subscrip the voters for their
November
election
fbings are pure, and t? nearly tion renewals and to extend circul at the general
Edd. Ellis.
ation by special methods which seventh.
everybody else alj things are
Roswell Register Tri- have proved unusually successful
Sheriff
bune. Tnk about it. It applies Salarv and commission.but Previous
not esdesirable,
experience
I desire to announce my candid- fo some other fhngs as well as sential. Whole time or spare
tor tne omce 01 anerm ot
theatres.
time. Address, with references, acy
J. F. Fairbanks, Good House- Quay County, on the republican
38; Fourth tecket and solicit your support on
New Mexico, accprding to the keeping Magazine,
York
New
November 7.
City.
census ot the department ol Corn- - Ave.,
Wm. Troup, Tucumcari.
tnerce ant labor, is the state that
has the least mortgages in famCity
ilies holding homes; 658 mart
gages. New Jeraey has 62,000;
.... .. acw
Yrginia has 1314,000; Washington Butier.
has 45,000. New Mexico produces
X5C Probate Judge.
rnore corn than Washington, Ore- Chickens
to
35c
25c
I wish to announce that I am
to
gon, Jdabo and Montana
Iti25
Turkeys
on the socialist ticket
candidate
...,i,Oq
Maae heaas, per ton.. .. ..ns.oo for the office of Probate Judge of
Kaffir Corn heads, per ton. J5.00 Quay County, subject to the will
have
l yon
&c 0 the voters at the general elec- received, a kindness Beans, per pound.
l you have done
femem,br x.
Corrected weekly by Z. T. Mc- - tion to be held November seventh.
P- H- Lewis.
I kind act, fpfgpf it We ktow Daniels, grocery and feed $tore.
per-missab-

Socialist

...............
Eggs.....................
..............

-

-

I am a candidate on the Democrat ticket for Representative to
the State Legislature. I ask your
support at the polls.
J. W. Campbell.

sm

asanas

O miflHfflW1'

'ill

QZZlQUAZJJlXdSZZ 9

THE

1

O.F.PK.

herfbv announce that I m a
candidate on the Democrat ticket
for Contv Clerk ot Quav countv.
I ask your support on November
I

seventh.

D. J. Finegan.

SAN JON VALLEY 2C
m

I

Treasurer.

to be held November 9

I

seventh.
Lee G. Pearson

tax assessor.

I am a candidate on the Demo
crat ticket for
to the
office of Tax Assessor for Quny
Countv, subject to the will of the
voters at the general election 'on

November, 7.
-

I. J. Briscoe.

SHERIFF.

I am a candidate on the Democrat ticket for
to the
ofrlce of sheriff

of Quay County
subject to the will of the voters
at the general election on Nov.
7. X9ti.
J. F. Ward.

About twenty miles cast of Tucumcari, on
the Tucumcari and Memphis railroad lies a
stretch of country known as the San Jon Valley.
you are looking for a location it will pay
you to see it.
ft has the richest land in QuaylCounty.

9

If

candidate for the office
County Treasurer, subject tn
the will of the voters at tfce VenT.
I am a

of

al election

Ramrod.i

.DONE AT THIS OFFICE.

REPRESENTATIVE.

CMJNTV

FUIiljW,

JOB WORK-

Democratic

Republican

New Mexico.,

.

Full Associated Press Leased
tne

-

-

-

stand

CLEAN CAMP HOUSES AND GOOD
COMFORTABLE UEDS. HAY, GRAIN
AND FEED FOR SALE.

3
IVire

old

(1

THE ONLY WAGON YARD IN TOWN
WITH A GOOD P.ARN TO TAKE CARE
OF LOADED WAGONS, GOOD CLEAN
UOX STALLS, PLENTY OF GOOD FRESH
WATER AND MODERN CONVENIENCES.

Morning Journal

4,

1

L 1 V

Albuquerque

sham.

Markets.

mmm.

05838

Did he know or was he
only guessing when be said the
county ring was rotten and there
were many more than those now
Senator
accused guilty of fraud. It seems
I wish to announce rry candidacy
that if he did not know he was
before the voters of Quay connty
making some good guesses.
on the republican
We beleive in honest politics for Senator
I
ask
yonr support.
We beleive in honesty in officials. ticket.
Klinefelter
Obar,
L.
L.
We beleive that the best policy
for the voter to follow in this elec
Treasurer
tion is tq vote for the candidates
I am a candidate for the office
only who have unquestionable of
Countv Treasurer on the
clean reputations and also clearly
ticket, and solicit the
denned ability. Let us start out
of the voters Nov. 7.
as a new state with a clean set of support
Remember my claims when you
officials. Let us vote for the can
vote.
didate who we beleive to be the
Lee Anderson.
f we do
best man for the office.
this then we will know just where

J

at

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Oihce, Tucumcari. N. M.
October 20. 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Ros
Kerr, of Tipton, N. M., who, on
Oct. 8, 19O6, made II. E. No. 120W1,
Sec. 21, twp. 9n range 35
for Nw
E Jn. m. p. Meridian. has filed notice of
Intention to make Dnal Five Year
Proo', to establish claim to the land
aboye doscrlbedi berore EllKene E
Hedgoroke, U.S. Commli .loner, ot
Endec, N. M.. on tho 27th day of Nov
ember, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
S. E. Grlder, Alex Aston, Clem John- sou, it. Miner ana rom Kuey an 01
L..
Tipton. N. M.. and R. M. Homo 'of
1

--

the Choicest, Best and Cheapest!

All

J.7--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

.u u.c .a i,ve years Bnu me
suits in the primaries tecently
held is enough to convince the
most skeptical that we need a
QUAY COUNTY OFFICERS.
Shariff- -J.
change. Some of the retu- ns from
F. Ward.
Clerk R. P. Donohoo.
various precincts were said to be
?robate
C. H. Chenault.
cnanged last rear after being sent
Probate Judge J. D. Cutlip.
in, and this year some boxes Bard. N.
Assessor I.' J. Briscoe.
Superintendent of Schools C. S. wholly destroyed brings us to the
Cramer.
question, "what shall we do?" or
"where are we at?"
Surveyor VV. L. Traylor.
offWas one of our
Board of Commissioner.
icials telling the truth or did he
first District W. A. Dodfon.
just guess from the past when he
Second District J. M. Hodges.
said the primaries were only a
Third District R. C. Stubbins.

Register
Receiver

re- -

j

.

New Mexico.

at.''

Wliere are we

Dlftrlct Courf. Sixth District.

GROCERIES FEED,
FLOUR, MEAL
and Farm Seeds.

November, 1911.
Clalmtnt names us wit nesses:
flamy Townsend, Dudley AnJer
son, M. K. Whltton, Floyd Hedc
worth and R C. Mundoll all of San
Jon, New. Mexico.
R. A. Prbnticb, Regiter

1

Goble,
so great and preferable a nation?
Engineer Charles D. Miller, Santa Fe, N. M.

Ala-magor-

Department of the Interior, U. 8,
UuiQ Office at Tucumcari, N. M.(
October 19, 1011.

the repub- - Notice Is hereby given that William E. Fine of San Jon, Sf. M..
lican tcket
e
Justice of the
who, on February 2d.
ruudo II.
Preme Court, was born at Skan- - E. No. 7309, i for tho im, Sec. 2ii,
NH.
cata,c. New York, He is 35 Twp. ION, Range ii E. N. M. Trine
He graduated from ipal Meridian, has filed notice of In5"car old.
the New York law school in 1900. tention to tuuke Una Five Year
In 1001 he came to Las Vegas Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, brfore Eugene K
and later went to Santa Rosa, (n
Iledgecoke, U. S. Commissioner at
Some of us who are inclined at
IO07 Illdff Writrhf urae innniiilail Endee, N. M.. on the 27th day of

If there is a cross marked on
jt bis space you will know that your
subscription to this paper has ex
nired. We would be pleased to
Receive your renewal at once
ptherwise the paper will be dis
continued.

(Counties of Gudalupe, Otero,
Lincoln and Quay.)
Judge Edward R. Wright,
N. M.
pistrict Attorney Harrv If. Mc
Elroy, Tucumcari. N. M.
Clerk Charles P. Downs, Alamo-gordo- ,

NOTICE FOR TUDLICATION

I

It has raised food crops.
It has shallow water.
It has a railroad through
It has good towns.
The towns have

I

the center.

business houses.

up-to-d- ate

It has good people.
It has good schools and churches.
It has everything needed to make

a first class

community.

It

is in need

Come,

of good

men

to develop its

and let u$ show you what can

VALLEY

SAM jro:

re-cour-

be done.

HMD CO.
New Ilex,

azsasaznasdi

J

Items oflntiretl,

flopubLlean

State Ticket

F. M,

TP

SaiJoi
Sriton, two miles north urea

Soc-cor-

m

M.

REAL ESTATE SPECIALS

TIME TABLE,

Daily.
No. 41, Passenger West 7:40 i.m.
.
No. 42, Passenger East 6.03 a.m.

Valley

one striltarlum, the elevation
DAILV tXCIFT SUNtMY.
ol Artesia sold his
Is Just high enough to Insure a pure,
of
i6o
place
clear atmosphere, and not to high for No. 91, Local Frt. West 4:00 p.m.
acres lor fi4,oon,
92, Local Frt. East 10:30 r.M.
vegetation to flourish. The peopla
The New Me xico grand lodge hare
an
all
of
the
O.K. DENTON, Agent. .
advantages
enjoy
a
.
heretoof
climate
extra
that
healthy
otlKnights
Pythias held in
has-borallowed only to those
Albuquerque the twenty-nintan fore
THE CHURCHES.
who could afford to spend time and
nual session of the order.
somo
M.
health
at
resort, Many
E. CHURCH Meetings every
money
California has recently voted jieople enjoy best, of health here nho
First and Third Sunday's of each
No. 41
tl'e recall of Judges and woman have tried other places of great re
month. Services morning and
Some who
relet f.
without
half
miles
pututlou
suffrage into their

Mow is the KepuMican Statr
ticket as noiiiinan-- at the convention in Los Vegas,
,
H. (). lUirsum o(
count)
Lieutenant Governor, Malaquias
Martinez, of Taos county.
Secretary of State, Socunbino
constitution.
Romero, of San Miguel county.
VV.
G. Sarufnt,
State Auditor,
In a letter to the head of one
Arriba
of
county.
)io
thf suffrage clubs that con
State Treasurer, Sylvestre
uuciru me recent campaign in
of Valencia county.
California,
General
Attorney
State Superintendent of schools, Webb declares that women must
A. B. Stroup, of Hernalillo county
tell their real ages when they re
V.
Attorney General, Frank
gister to vote.
Clancy, of Bernalillo county.
Six prisoners convicted of rob
Commissioner of public lands,
Missouri Pacific passenger
Robert P. Ervien, ot (Jnion coun- binga
train
Leavenworth and
ty.
- Jailer
Kansas
City,
overpowered
Justices of the Supremo court,
Lee and escaped from the county
Frank W. Parker, Clarence J.
jail where thev were confined.
Roberts and Edward K. Wright.
Commissioners,
Coaporation
John R. Walsh former banker
VV.
Geo.
Arrnijo, of Santa Fe of
Chicago who was released from
county; Hugh Williams of Luna the federal
penitentiary at Leaven
county; M. S. Groves of Eddy worth a week
ago, died last week
county.
of heart disease.
'urrv of
Geo.
Congressmen,
Hernof
Otero and Elfrno J!;.ca
Articles ot incorporation were
alillo county.
filed in the territorial secretary's
District ludgr, eighth district, oflice by the American Sugar
Reed Holloman.
Company with offices at
The company is inDistrict Attorney, Geo. K. Portales.
Heinle v.
corporated at 1 6, 000,000.
(iovt-rnor-

T. ft
tyf-tOU- S

N.

w f h many Ba

a f

Blow

giitn w can show yon.

h

Mir-aba- l,

have been troubled for years with asthma, hay fever, tubercular trouble,
catarrh, rheumatism and heart trou
ble are uow on joy lug health and happiness hero with abundant opportun
ities for making a living.
The soils of New Mexico are a- roong the richest. In the world. They
are, as a general rule, deep and uniform so that with little care their
fertility will last indefinitely. These
soils under New Mexico's dry climate
form an ideal medium for plant
growth. The plant receive a ma.
mum amount of sunshine and a
amount of shade. The soils of
the State, with judicious handling
have good texturo and sufficient a
mounts of moisture, plant 'fond
humus, heat and air to produce ex
cellent crops.
Arid or dry farming, or farming
without irrigation. Is one of the com
ing branches of western agriculture.
It promises to become by far the most
Important of all the phases of agricultural development In the west.
This is because of the vast area that
can be made to "Blossom as a Rose'1
by the application of correct practices
KaiflrCorn and Mllo Maize are the
principle arid farm crop, and pro
duce from thirty to Hfty bushels to
The prices of all kinds of meat an iicrp. Oats, barley, corn, fruits
have risen to such
an extent and grasses arc also grown with sue
,

ing

Demo cratc

State Ticket

throughout the German Empire
that horseflesh has become an article of common consumption.

An increase of $ it, 245,000 in
ten years in the aggregate value
The Democratic State conven- of its domestic animals is the retion which met last wek at Santa cord (or New Mexico, according
Fe nominated the lollowinn ticket; to figures given out by the census
Governor, W. ( McDonald of bureau. Cattle had a greater value than any other class of dom
Carruozo.
Lieutenant Govrnor, 15. C De- - estic animals both in xvoo and
The total value in to. 10
Baca, of Las Vegas.
19 to.
Antonio
j. was $20,345,000.
Secretary of State,
Luccro, of Las Vrpras.
Treasurer. O. N. Marion, of
President Taft a notable swing
around be circle,". will be extendAlbuqueriue.
Mc
R.
ed until I November
15 to t8,
Attorney General, W.
total
the
LtLande.
of
milage of his
bringing
Gill,
Manzan-areA.
tour up to between 16,000 to 17,
Auditor", Francisco
of Fort Sumner.
000 miles, and breaking all known
Inof
Public
records of presidential travel.
Superintendent
of
Sib
N.
White,
struction, Alvin
ver City.
Seven people were killed and
('ourt,
the
of
Supreme
Justices
twentv-tw- o
injured, four of them
Summers Hurkliardt, of Albuquerin
a collision between
seriously,
of Roswell;
A.
W.
Dun,
que;
Missouri Pacific passenger train
Richard H. Hanna, of Santa Fe. northbonnd, enroute ' Jor Omaha,
Sol
Corporation Commissioners,
Neb. and a fast freight train,
Owens, of Clovis; Seferena
of C0lfax; Geo. 11.
The Missouri, Kansas and Texof Kstancia.
as railroad are before the Uuited
District Judge, High... District
States Court of Claims now in
T. B. Leib, of Katon.
session, asking damages to the
District Attorney, Kiehth disamount of $61,287,000 for lands
trict, Kd F. Saxon, Tucumcari.
which it declares were originally
granted to the railroad and afterward granted py the government
'
to the Indians.
s,

Mar-tine- z,

Van-Ston- e,

SOCIALIST

State

Ticket

total of approximately too,- at
000 young trout, yeuow percn
and bass were planted in Colora
do lakes and streams frdfn the
United States fisn hatcheries in
.
The distribution, which
was made during the summer, ex
tended over the entire state.
A

The State convention was held
at Willard in Torrance county on
folMonday, October a, and the
named:
io wing ticket
Governor, S. G. Rivera, Rio
Arriba county.
Chas. F.
Lieutenant-GovernoGoddard, Lincoln county.
At the Electrical exposition now
Secretary of State, C. H. Camgoing on in New York is a contri
eron, Luna county.
Otero
vance that has aroused unusual
Auditor, A. K. Gore,
interet, particularing among
county.
Torof unrully youngsters, is a
A.
Cbastain,
Treasurer, T.
This device
spanking machine.
rance county,
Lur-lyne
is
which
operated by electricity,
Superintendent of Schools,
so far to surpass
is
guaranteed
Lincoln
county.
Lane,
fashioned
old
I.
A.
the
parental walAttorney Generali
the
that
management of
Union county.
loping
Commissioner of Public Lands, the exposition is confident that
it will be welcomed in every home
W. C. Thorp, Curry county.
It is
W.
after it has had a fair trial.
Corporation Commissioners;
mot
the
devised
that
T. Holmes; W. P, Mctcalf; D. A. so cleverly
of a large family, who is fre
her
Stager,
Members of cODgrcs.s, J. V, quently interrupted in her day's
work to apply the antiquated
Ilauseu; c. cutting.
to several of bcr brood,
Supicnie Judges were nut uam-- i spanking it a
will find
great time saver.
jc-iT-

r,

mot-the-

Mc-Dona- ld,

ei

rs

acres three and one
southwest of San Jon,
evening.
all fenced with two wires, twenty
Ker. J. W. Campbell, Pastor.
acres in cultivation, rather tight
land just right to work nice. $i
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. per acre.
New Mexico.

San Jon,

160

Well
City property
x
60
feet,
built business bouse 25
x
16
12 foot ceiling, shop in rear
24, small stable and other small
buildings, three lots on the corner
on main street, will trade or sell.
No.

51

160 acres, 2
Deeded
N0.42
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
two wires, small box house, fine
Price on application.

160 acres,
No. 52
Deeded.
f0Ur and one half miles north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
cultivation, fenced and cross
ed with two wires, small house,
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
No. 43
320 poultry netting, some nice trees,
Relinquishment
acres, one and three fourth miles vines and bermuda grass, a fine
from San Jon, House 12 x 20, well of water which will furnish
land
barn 12 x 30, all fenced, 40 acres water for
from
the
fine
for
in cultivation, mixed land, tine lays
irrigating
soil, choice location, cash price well. Price on application.
t'.ooo or will trade.
Tw
Vacant Lots.
No. 55
No. 45 Deeded 160 acres, 2 fine corner lots on Main and
fenced and Fourth street at $200 each oa
Singing School meets every Sun- miles from San Jon, all
A no.
with
two
fenced
cross
wires,
day afternoon at Three oclock at
easy terms.
with
one
box house
shingle roof,
the Church.
No. 56 Business Lot. Corn
good barn, both well painted, a
on Fifth St. and Maple Ave.
lot
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
small
water, about 50 acres in cultiva- 5i5o,$i5 down, balance in
THE LODGES
tion, fine soil, mixed land, at $10 monthly payments to suit the purchaser. This lot faces the depot
The A. H. T. A. meets each 2nd and pet acre.
and is a money maker at the price
4th Wednesday evening.
No. 47 Vacant lot A fine corB. B. Wilkin, Pre.
cess.
No. 58 Six lots in a bunch oa
B.
H.
See.
ner
lot on main street one square
Born,
There are three towns In the Val
side with barn 16 x 20,
trom the depot, in the business south
Endce, Bard
lev on the railroad.
fenced with wire, price $400 oa
A bargain at 5250
The W. 0. W. meets eaea 1st and part of town.
City and San .Ion. Tho Trans-Cogood terms.
ttnental line of the Itock Island rail. 3rd Monday evenings. Visiting So
Los
D.
C.
to
way from Washington,
Welcome.
No 48 Vacant lots. Two lots
No. 64 A choice relinquish- Angeles. Cal., runs directly through
B.
0.
0.
If.
Horn,
will
on south side a little way out,
ment five north of San Jon. Will
tho center of the valley with the
0. L. Owen, Clerk.
make a fine residence property, at sell or trade very cheap if takaa
throe towLS distributed In almost e- oual distances from each other. Each
I40 for the two.
SOon,
towwdto was picked with a foresight
The M. W. A. meets each secto location, water, drainage and etc ond and fourth
Satuidty evening
ko that almost the only ideal spots for
of each month.
wus are occupied.
Visitors welcome.
VC. L. Owen, V. C.
Of
Geo. .K. Sale. Clerk
A new country,
A new town, in
on A new railroad, in The new State
Dealers In
of New Mexico in the San Jon Valley
on the Rock Wand railroad. Our PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Irrigated Lands, Relinquishments, Deeded Lands
trade extends north twenty-liv- e
CHAS. C. REED,
miles, east thirty miles and south
soil
in
this
Tho
miles.
part
Notary-Publithirty
of the valley Is a rich, sandy loam of
Execu'td
chocolate color underlaid with a All Legal Blanks Properly
in
Sentinel
Office
cent
Building
clay subsoil. About eighty per
We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other States
of the land is tllable and tho other
the
is
covered
with
cent
twenty per
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.
ISO
filnest of grazlnir grasses in the west. Office, tel. 700 residence
Stock of all kinds keep fat tho year
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Given.
round. Corn. Make, Kaffir, Millet.
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
Brootncorti, Wheat and Vegetables of
all kinds do well.
HtRRINC eUlLDlNO
Endce also has several large up-t. NEW MEXICO
Tl'CTTMCAKI,
date stocks of general merchandise,
a telephone exchange, scnuois ana
Is a thriving city.
DR. R. S. COULTER,
mtn-mu-

m

J. P. Masterson, Pastor.
Pnachihg every second Sunday
at 11 oclock a. m.
Prayer service, 8 oclock p. M.
All Christians especially invited
to this prayer service for the good
of the community.
.
Service at 2 oclock (slow time)
on Saturday before the second
Sunday. Everybody invited.
Sunday School each Sabbath at
zo oclock a. w.
J. P. Masterson, Supt.
W. B. Griffiths, Sec.

fenc-locatio-

n

ver-lgn-

s

THE VALLEY LAND 0) PANY
Sn Jon, New Mex.
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DENTIST

&7p city

Bard City is well located on a rise
that gives it a beautiful view over
the valley to the south, showing, ten

Office in New Bank Building,

Phone
Tucumcari,
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and district torido and exhibit a sampla Latent MoX 1
r" bicycle f urnUliud by ua. Our antsevery wfcora are making
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NO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive and approve of your
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New Mex.
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mm

miles to the south, the continuous
foot rise of the
abrupt,
Dr. J. Edwin Manney,
Plains of
Staked
of
the
brakes
great
Physician & Surgeon,
tho southwest. It Is well established
Office
Sutton Building, M?iti St.
and has openings for many businesses
full low vrieea Wft es.11 mak vnu thta VA&r. Wa aoil th hihM
11 m if
HtnAL
Phone 85, Res. Phone 171.
other factory. WearoMtlPflM with 11.00 prortt s.bovt fjtctory cot,
and enterprises. Its tributary coun
Hi! II ICTOLS lSn!(i0i!t?Lthnan'r
Mli our bicclM under your Qwa
u bio our
co
do
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New Mex.
try is large. Its soil Is similar to the Tucumcari,
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In
h
nnmher
hand
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hi
ft.
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a
rest of the valley being rich sandy
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wel
extra
roller
klii
uiii
loam which produces
pm4H, puts, rnoinud
import)
fittASTeRaBRBKES. ,n"
when handled properly.
l
S
TnfiO
The people are all energetic and
Dr. W. LEMING
arc always busy worktng for their
nose throat
own betterment. It has a good school, Speciality, eye, ear,
Tht rttultrrttill prttffthtti Mm l. P
""W
Glasses fitted.
and a new 81200 Methodist church
f 10.09 Mr Mir. tut n lmtr4utt u
....
building has Just been completed and
vaai
w,utc, H,a.
WyciETKC:2LEFR0MPBKCUSS
is all paid for.
Hotel.
HAILS, Talk. oroiMrlll not lot tfcoalrovt.
Vorenberg
A hundred thousand oa in aold last Tear.
New Mex. m
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San Jon Is located In the San Jon
Valley which is one of tho most EUGENE E. HEDGECOKE
beautiful and fertile valleys in New
U. S. Commissioner, '
Mexico. It Is also blessed with an
6TH DrSTRICT
unusual mild climate, which is a
source of never ending delight for the
'
Filings, Contests, Proofs, etc.
people of the cold north or the sulMEX.
NEW
ENDEE,
try south. The temperature in the
winter is very mild and the summer
days are never excessively hot, being
y.
For Sale.
cooled by the pleasant breezes from
UmnmbrnM
v
VW0
t
11
n
tlrwoBappiTiTOIaiMftrlalatthaapaelal lattoaoeKMi
fl.fci
the mountains. The nights are alorwrtlaforoar bliTtraaad Siimlrrrilaliiinaaliiili ilnillinil auoba all aaabaa aaa
Store DUIiaing IOX3O Boa small rnmnnrtriirTiiTi
kl ndH of lima at abmit half tha maml nrin
ways cool and pleasant, and refresh- etnrlr nf f,rrrtriro.
Pntnffir in flA WAT IVaiTbgl
tin from aovnna nnlll van kamrlka anr ami wnniWfni nlm "
ing sleep can always be enjoyed.
ItoalreaeoataltolnananirTthiria. wniaUNOW.
I hi
lnrotmn.
.nnn.rtlfi.
f.rn
an
idea
for
are
If you
looking
AD CYCLE CO
be sold at once and
spot for a home, San Jon is the Ideal property must
Inquire at tlis'
place, or If you are looking for a will ro cheap.
to Invest !?i .Ton is tht? l''acc,gfficc,
,
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Wlie Unci Joshua.
"It you th
rlevnlor ronilurforf
Mknl I'mle Joxhun, alio IiikI si rayed
ret riiNtlclty of
Into town out of the
A comic mvr.
th boy,
sir," grlnm-"UVII, I come tcr thin vitiligo ler see
lliiow IiIkIi up d'
the hlh bulldin'.
ye go?"
floor."
"To the top twenty-first
"Take me up lo th 'lfventh. Sho!
What's th' iiko o' rUklu' my lire an'
goln' all the hull way whon the folka
to home '11 never believe I went any
hlgbcr than ten stories, no matter
what I tell 'em?"

SoGlT Postto

Plainsrtf

on tb
the owners
either of forested tracts
or areas suitable for
reforestation must. In
the large majority of
Instances, be prompted
by the expectation of
financial gain. A few
cases where this does
not hold, embrace land
owned by the state,
water companies In a
few Instances, clubs
and a small number of
BMttridaala. To this latter group of
owners, the Income from their holdings Is not as Important as the purand
pose to which a
properly managed area will be put,
whether It be for It utility or aesthetic Tsioe. The large majority Includes
lumbermen, and owners of smaller
areas, who bare made their Investment upon a strictly business basis,
and who expect a suitable return
from the same. If the forester can
show the possibility of such a return,
'and at the same time provide for the
preseiratlon and Improvement of the
stand, he then advances the practical
aide of the practice of his art
He may be dealing either with a
large area, Involving many conditions
as to topography, character of timber,
rate of growth, etc., necessitating different methods of cutting to obtain
desirable reproduction, a future supply of stock, protection from windfall
and fire, or, he may have simply a
wood lot problem to solve. In either
ease, it la the results that owners are
NT

,
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part of
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area of each, with the exception of
meadow land, In order that the total
could be divided into ten equal parts
for annual treatment. Upon each
wooded section the total stand of
material was estimated, both in board
feet and cords, the system of manage
ment and the char
acter of thinning
necessary was pre
scribed, and the
material to come
out the first year

Ta Jft

marked. Where a
cut
reproduction
ting was reconv
mended, provisions
out
for keeping

were
gracing
made.
Upon each sec
tion of pasture
land the necessary
planting and spe
cies were deter
mined,
together
with the fencing
to prerequired
vent grazing and

young
killingmaterial

scientific

If

sacrifices
as are necessary,
and not making the
plan as he, himself,
would prefer.
He then should
make a thorough
study of the markets of the region
and plan his cutaccordingly.
tings
.1
localities
Different
vary in their ability
to absorb a wide
range and class of
material. Cord wood
may have no value,
or It may be worth
1
a
25 cents or
cord on the stump,
on
so
up
and
vXH&JriUg
through the higher
class of forest products. Failure to understand these conditions thoroughly, and the demands of a region, may mean the financial failure of a plan. Oftentimes these local conditions
high-l- y
preclude the possibility of certain provisions
desirable from a technical standpoint, but
which for practical reasons are Impossible. In
other words, the practical must be given full consideration along with the technical.
between forester
With complete
and owner, and a disposition on the part of both
to make the necessary sacrifices, together with
ah understanding on the part of the former of
the really practical side of the problem, there
should be less and less cause for the abandonment of the provisions of working plans made
for definite periods.
The first working plan in Vermont under the
state forest service, was made by the writer while
engaged as assistant to the state forester. The
area treated Is ownd by Dr. William Stanford
Stevens of Albans, Vermont, and Is located at
Enosburg, in the same state. An outline of the
work and Its provisions follow.
The area involved embraces 900 acres, divided
as follows:
Woodland, 360 acres; pasture land, 314 acres;
meadow, 196 acres.
The conditions that led the owner to consider
the possibilities of forestry were these: The area
had been maintained under a more or less diversified system of farm management, and as the owner did not live on or near the property, he wished
to be relieved of the care and attention that such
an arrangement Involved.
To accomplish this purpose It seemed best to
bring the three classes of land under a definite
and permanent system of management through
the provisions and maintenance of a forest working plan.
The provisions follow:
1. To complete the treatment or the whole tract
at the end of ten years.
2. All woodland to be treated is divided Into
ten equal areas, one to be thinned in the fall and
winter of each year
3. All pasture land is divided Into ten equal
areas, one to be planted in the spring of each year.
4. All meadow land will be maintained as such.
5. For each wooded area, the kind of thinning
to employ is stated; also a rough estimate, together with net value, of the amount to come out
6. For each area to be planted, the species are
selected and the number necessary given, together
with the total cost of the work.
The woodland Is mixed, hardwoods consisting of
sugar maple, yellow birch, beech, and a small
percentage of ash, basswood, poplar, lronwood,
cherry and elm, with young hemlock and spruce
reproduction well established on a few sections.
Sugar maple reproduction is especially good, and
with ash and basswood Is particularly desirable.
In treating this area either reproduction or improvement thinnings were prescribed, removing
all undesirable and
species and such
mature species as seemed best for the requirements of the area. Thus only desirable species
were left to reproduce as well as to become more
valuable through Increased growth.
In carrying out the field work for this plan, the
area was first surveyed both by boundaries and
types of land. It was necessary to ascertain the

a

ZTTfe
looking for, and not an opportunity to Invest
their time and money for the advancement of forestry for Its own sake. It Is here that the forester
has an opportunity to show that his work and its

results are eminently practical, that a desirable
return Is possible; both Immediate from the sale
of the product, and remote from the Increased and
accumulating growth, as well as the Improvement
of the quality of the timber, together with the
growing and the reproductive capacity of the soil,
f In a
planting prppojjtlon the return is necessarily remote. If, however, it can be shown that
an area, now producing 1 per cent., for example,
Is capable pf returning
per cent, per annum,
compound interest, It "the final harvest in 40
years, after deducting with interest, the initial
cost of stock and planting, together with taxes
and fire protection for the full period, is it not
good business policy for many owners, whether
Individual or company, to make such an investment? It will be argued that only owners that
are able to hold an area permanently will care to
wait 40 years for a return, and that very few Individuals would consent to an Investment in which
the returns are deferred for so long a time. This
Is true in almost all cases. There are, however,
conditions which make such an Investment desirable. It is not at all uncommon for plantations
to be made, protected, and allowed to mature, In
t
order that the returns may be enjoyed by
or
have
a
them
of
take
family,
generation
the place of a life insurance policy.
In practicing forestry, It must be realized at the
outset that an investment either of money or
marketable material lert standing Is necessary.
The former Includes the extra cost of marking the
timber to be removed, care In protection of the
young growth, fire protection. Including piling
coniferous tops and patrol, and a slight Increase
In the cost of logging per thousand feet, as the
larger the amount of timber removed from a given
area the less Is the cost per unit. Unless a clear
cutting system Is employed, some marketable
material must be left on the area cut over both
for seeding and in some cases for protecting the
seed trees from windfall. This comes under the
latter form of Investment namely, merchantable
material. In return for this Investment of merchantable materia, the condition of the forest is
Improved. Instead of removing all of the valuable species and leaving the area to reproduce
the undesirable and less valuable, the reproduction of desirable species is provided for, and the
future value of the area Increased.
For the successful operation of a working plan
and the possibility of carrying It out for the full
period specified, It Is necessary for the forester
and owner to meet on common ground. First of
all, the forester must get the point of view of
the owner, and arrive at a full understanding of
bis wishes and plans. This means that he cannot
always provide for or obtain the results that may
be moat desirable from a scientific point of view.
Many thoroughly desirable sllvlcultural operations
must be Ignored, tor example, an Improvement
thinning may be scientifically necessary, but If
there Is no market for the material, and the owner does not wish to bear the expense, the operation must be delayed until the material reaches a
marketable site. The first thing, then, Is for the
forester to meet the owner's wishes, making such
the-nex-

over-matur-

e

planted
In the office, a
map was prepared
showing each class
of land together
with the specified area to be thinned or planted
etc., deeach year. For example,
note the year in which the area Is to be cut, which
I. lb. lc; II. Ill, etc., denote the area and order of
planting; I to be planted In 1910, II In 1911, etc.
In the written plan a complete statement of the
treatment of each section, both cutting and planting, is given for each year. For example:
1910.

Woodland. 22 acres will be thinned, la being
clear cut for planting.
Planting, 32.41 A will be planted with white pine,
namely lb, c, d and e. la Is not to be treated; Id
has been staked out. The other acres have definite
On this area there la sufficient cord
boundaries.
wood available to make its removal profitable.
1911.
Woodland. 20 acres will be thinned.
7.8 acres in the lot by the sugar-house

Of

this area

have been
Tract Vb will

marked for a reproduction cutting.
be clear cut for planting.
Planting. Tract II. H7.36 A will be planted with
white pine. All apple trees, brakes and hard hack
are to be removed.
OUTLINE FOR CUTTING.
Sale Price
Sale Price
$ .30
Board.
$3.60
Total.
Cords. perM.
Feet.
Years.
perM.

1910....
1911....
Year
1910.

30.000
22,000

$105.00
77.00

130
240

$39.00
72.00

OUTLINE FOR PLANTING.
Block. Area, Acres.
Species,
10.56
Wblte pine
.1 b
2.38
1 c
White pine
17.24
White pine
I d
1 e
2.24
White pine
32.42
37.36

$144.00
149.00

Number.
12,000
2,400
17,240
2,688
34,328
37,260

White pine
.11
(The acreage of woodland to be treated is cut
down from the total 3G0 by the fact that about 150
acres was being cut over under a contract made
previous to the adoption of this plan. It accounts
for only 22 and 20 acres coining under management
for the years given above, which is, of course, not
of tho total area of woodland.)
It Is estimated that the total receipts from the
cutting, Including the tract being cut under contract
above mentioned, will pay the complete cost of
planting and seedlings.
The plan Just outlined means that at the end of
r
the
period the owner will have his woodland under a good system of forest management,
and greatly Improved over Its present condition,
together with 344 acres planted to Norway spruce
and white pine, the cost of which being met as before stated by the returns from the area itself.
The returns Ironi thinnings which will be made on
each section in the period from 1935 to 1946, making each section thinned 25 years old, will give a
considerable return. At this time about 400 trees
per acre will be removed. From 1950 to 1960 the
area will be clear cut by sections and replanted.
The total yield from this cutting should be at least
30,000 board feet per acre. The plan also provides for proper fire protection, which Is absolutely
necessary for the successful maturing of a plantation. It also states the conditions which any contractor must meet who makes the cuttings during
the next ten years. These conditions follow:
1. AH trees to come out are blazed and stamped
with the letter "V."
2. The contractor must take all marked and leave
all unmarked trees.
3. Care in felling must be taken In order that
young growth and reproduction will not be Injured.
4. All sound logs 6 Inches at the small end and
over are to go into lumber.
6. Sound down timber and tops of felled trees are
to be cut into cord wood.
6. Care must be taken in skidding logs not to Injure standing trees and reproduction.
7. The contractor will be liable to a penalty of
twice the value of any tree that Is cut not bearing
the official stamp.
8. All work is subject to inspection.
The state forester also agrees to mark the trees
to cut each year.
While the owner hlmseir will not enjoy this return, the plan offers an example of the Instance
cited previously by which an individual Is willing to
Investment in order to make it
make a long-timpossible for the next generation In his family to
enjoy the results.
1911.

one-tent-

h

ten-yea-
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from woman's ailments are Invited to write to the names and
addresses here given, for positive proof that Lydia & Knkham s
Vegetable Compound does cure female ills.
Tnainr RinnrM.

Boi
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Porl,Il.-Hr.Chrli-

Natlck, Hui.-M- n.
North Mala St.
WU.-M- ri.

Milwaukee,
Cliloago, Ill.-bourn

At.
GUna,Kn.-Mri.R.- R.
Victoria, Misi.-- Mn.
Cincinnati, OWo.-Mn-

Emma Imn,
Alreua SpirUng,

lit St
Clj- -

Hay,713MlnaraLA.v.
Willi falwardri.
. II. Houh,7Eait- -

vlawAT.
Chanr of Life.
Epplos, K.H. Mn. C'llla E. Stareni.
J, H. CampbaU, 304 Nor tk
Btriator, lll.-Sieond St.
Erani, tit Haifa? St.
Brooklyn, N.T.-n.
Lliil Holland.
Noah,
Catbamtt, Waih.Mn.ElTa Barber Ed wardi.
Alloa Klrlin.JM Weil
ClrolTllle,Ohto.-Mr- a.
Mn.

Mn.

Mo.-Mn- .W.

833
1466

.W

DUpUMWmanta.

Camden,N.J.-Mn.EllaJohnton-

St
Chicago,

ni.-M-

Ann

M!on.-- Xr.

!.

RMd,1051foandSt.
Hthm 11. GrMton, 61

tln

o

Org-Mil-

Black Stick,
BOX IB,
Wnalanilla
Trenton,
Arenue.

Andaraoa,

Ma1e Eater.R.F.D. 1.
T. PurneU,307 Lincoln

Liberty

,286

Wm. Tolly, 9051 Ogd

ra.

Annua.

Painful Period.

Ph. 8chattnr, B.B. M,
Caledonia, WU.-- Mr.
Box M.
O. B. Maion.R.R. No. 1.
Adrian, Mo.-- Mr.
Box 14.
N. Oxford,
Baltlmore.Ohio.-Mra.A.A.BalengerjK.F- .D.l.

Mn.

Kr.-M-

Huaton St.
Salem,
New Orleam, La.-M- rt,

Uaiton iilondeau.ltlia
Terpilohore St.
Chaa. Bauer, Sr., 623
Mlibawaka, lnd.-M- n.
Eait Marlon St.
Faolne.Wli.-M- ri.
Katie Knblk, R. 2, Box 61.
Bearer Falli,Pa.Mri.W.P.Bojd,!M10tbAT.

Trouble.
Maternity
Mm. D. F. Aleiblr.
Wm. O. King, Box Ml.
Pbenlx, K.I.-Carlitadt, N.J. Mm. loula Fiioher, Si MonRt.

Bonth San ford,
Sobnctady,N.Y.-Mri.H.rortr17-

Me.-- Mn.
82

St.

Taylorrllle,

Ill.--

Mn.

VandTr St

Cbarlei A. Anitln.
Albany
Jo Grantham, 128 W.

Cincinnati, Olilo.Mn. Sophia Hoff,615 Mo-Mlcktn At.
W. E. PooUr.
Big Ran, Pe.-- Mn.
M. Johniton, 310
Philadelphia, Pa.-- Mr.

S"-

Peoria, Ill.--

-

Backache.

Clara L. Uaawiti, R. B, No.

Mn.

4, Box 62.

Angmta,
St Paul,

Mlnn.-M-

PltUburi,

Pa.-- Mn.

ra.

Woodbrldge St.

Pana, R, T. D. 2.
B. M. Schorn, 1063
Q. Lelier,621 Kinkald

St., E.R.
Kearney, Mo. lll.-M-Mn. Thomai Aihnrrr.
Anna Schwartl, 828
ri,
Blue Iiland,
Ornre St.
Salt Earl, Pa. Mr. Augnstm Lyon,R.FJ3.

Operallona Avoided.
Mo. Mr. Dema Met nuns.
Me. Mr. S. A. William, 142Walu

BIketton,
Gardiner,
iugton Are.

Edith Wioland, lit
Mr. Ausuiite Yen nermann.
Dexter, ivaniu. Mn. lame boutt.
Bellovue, Ohlo.-Monroe Kt.
rtoForet, Wli.

E. F. Wagner, Box 620.
OrrTllle, Ohlo.-- Mr.
Atwater, Ohio. Mini Mlnnl Muelhaupt.
Julia Konlchck,
pralrleduC'hlen,Wl.-M- r.
B.No. L

Irregularity!
Buffalo,

N.T.--

Mr.

Clara Darbrak,17Maria.

Mr.

mout St.
Winchester,

Ind.-- Mr.
N.Y.-St. Regll
111.
-- Mm.
GraTTllle,
Ohlo.-- Mn.

Fall,

lludton,

Box 32.

Bronaugh, Mo.

ro

Negaunee,Mich.-Mr.MarTSedlock,Boxl-

May Deal, R.R. No. T.
J. H. Brejere.
Rehear, Box 22.
Geo. Strlekler, K. Ne. 6,

Mn.

Jei

OTartaa Trouble.

MarraTTlll, 111. Mr. Chai. Moora, R. R. 8.
Cka. BoU, 2216 N.
Philadelphia, Pa.-Mole St.
Minn.
Mr. John Q. Moldan,
Minneapolis
2116 Second St., North,
Hndioa.Ohlo. Mm.LenaCannoelno.R.F.D.T.
Weitwnod, Md. Mr. John F. Richard.
Benjamin, Mo. Mr. Julia Franta, B.F.D. 1.
Mr.

Female

Weakne.

W. Terra Hante, lnd.-M- n.
Artie E. Hamilton.
A. C. Da Vault.
Elmo, Mo.-- Mr.
Mr. Julia A. Snow, R.No.S.
I.awrenr,Iowa.
MarT Earlwln, R. F. I). 8.
Utlca, Ohlo.-- Mr.
BvlleTne, Ohio. Mr. Charley Chapman, B.F,
D, No, 7.
Elgin, Ul.-- Mr.
Henry Lelieberg, 743 Adam
tit.
Pa,-Mra.
Schaelferitown.
Cyrua Hetrlch.
t'reatnn, Pa. Mr. Ella E. Alkey.
Falrchanoe, Pa. Mr. IdellaA. Dunham, Bos
168.

Nerrona Proatratlon.
KnoiTllle, Iowa.

Mra. Clara Franka,R.F.D. 3.
Oronogn, Mo. Mra.Mae McKalght.
N.J.-M- ra.
W. P. Valentin, 802 LinCamden,
coln A Ten no.
Ul.-Mr.
Mud.tv,
May Nolen.
K. Kinnlaon.
Hrookrllle, Ohlo.-M- ra.
C. Cole.
ra.
Pltchrllle, Ohl.i.-MIM.-- Mri.
Frank Clark, 2416 E.
Philadelphia,

Aiiegueiij jLT.

These women are only a few of thousands cf livincr witnesses of
the "power of Lydia E. jWnkham's Vegetable Compound to cure female
diseases. Not one of these women ever received compensation in any
form for the use of their names in this advertisement but are will-in- g
that we should refer to them because of the good they may-d'other suffering women to prove that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is a reliable and honest medicine, and that the
statements made in our advertisements regarding its merit are the
truth and nothing but the truth.
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Milady Who Is Particular Insists

S1

on Having Nothing But

Defiance Starch
for dresses, skirts, petticoats, etc.

Defiance produces a finish and

freshness impossible with any

other starch.
The Best Hot or Cold Water
Starch Ever Made. One Trial
Will Soon Convince You.
Big

16-oun-

ce

package for

10 cents; only 12 ounces for

same price of any other kind.
Not Best Because it Is
Cheapest, But Cheapest
Because it Is Best.
Manufactured by

Defiance Starch Co.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

W. L. DOUGLAS
2.50, '3.00, 3.50 & 4.00 SHOES
WOMEN wmt WJJoug!u ityUth, parfect
mw

walking boeta,bcaua they give
fitting,
long wear, won a W.UDouf la Men'a akoeja.

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

FOR OVER 30 YEARS
The workmanship which has made W. I
Douglas shoes farrfous the world over is
maintained in every pair.
If I could take you into my large factories
at Brockton, Mass., and show you how
carefully W .LL)ouglas shoes are made, you
would then understand why they are war
ranted to hold their shape, fit better and
wear Ion ger than any othermake for the price
Th9
hare W. L. I)oo-1rillTinN
wnwuwti unMgvnnln
and prlo ta,mped on bottom
It on eannot obtain W I Donclaa anoei In
Tonr town, writ for oatalns. Shoe
eat direct ONR PAIR of m T BOYS' 3.S4.80O
irom raetnrr to wearer, ail cii eel Drenald. W.I. nx on mmorh will niuitlnUnui....
DOUGLAS, 143 Spark SU. jtrockton, Mam. TWO 1A1KS of rOiuaar boxa'aa

tur,
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AMERICA'S

EvcfcCcrzli

the Quickest, Surest
vewgn nemedy for 0c Money
Refunded If It Palls.

cli ft.

The surest war to be absolutely
worthless in a Job l to think you're
too Rood (or It.
Once In a while an only child hat
Henna in spite of the fool way Id par

WWWBWaBl

........

niiivii M'lijarfl vo Vfl I'limi, gt't JW- ixnilfl oi finer, me Ifc wn k home
In,
me oi 4 hours
coital
gone,
or very nearly an.your
Kvn
ooping-cougent! treat 11.
quickly couuuereil in this way.
wcent bottle of Pines, when miied
Time Misapplied.
wim nume-misugar tyrup, gives you s
?
-a family
tVn...
aunnlv
th. line.,
,
inai young niarrica couple seems -pint
i'rw
vuuii
remeay
that
could
money
buy, at a clear
. ..
t' .
justs a bit dmcontentPd," said the ob
Vinn sJ aft)
10
'
aIH
prepare lull
?
aervant woman.
V'
directions
in package.
Tinex soothe and heala the inflamed
"yes,'' replied Miss Cayenne; "I am
afraid she la one of those girls who meniiiranes witn remarkable rapidity, ll
stimulates the appetite, is aliuhtly laxaread magazine articles on "How
ana hat a pleamnt
ren
manage a husband," when they should jive,
take it willingly. Splendid for croup,
be learning to make biscuits."
asthma, bronchitis, throat tickle, cheat
pains, etc., and a thoroughly luccemful
The Fashionable "Growler."
rcuicuy lor incipient lung troubles.
a special ana nighly concenRedd It is said an annual coat of iraica
of Norway White Pine
compound
will
Improve the an exiraci, ricn in guaiacol and other healing
carriage varnish
pearauce of a straw matting suit case Pine elements. It hai often been imitated,
and make it waterproof.
though never aucceaifullv. tnr
Greene It doesn't matter about the will produce the tame reiulta. Simply mix
or strained honey, in a
waterproof business. When a man la with sugar syrup
and
is ready for use.
using a straw matting suit case to car- pint bottle,wno it
ines nnex win quickly
ujuno
ry home supplies, they are usually in understand
it is used in more homes
bottles or tin cans, anyway. Yonkers in the U. S.why
and Canada than any other
Statesman.
i.uku remeav, ine genuine is guaranteed
to give absolute satisfaction or money refunded.
Certificate
of mirnt
Jumped to the Conclusion.
in each package. Your druggist
wrappea
man
of
The
the house was looking um imex or win
it lor you If not.
for nis umDreiia, and not finding It, sena to The Finex get
Co., 234 Mai
St., Ft,
asked the members of the family If wayne, Jnd.
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KAISER I TOO MUCH FOR SMALL

ftepflee ef the WtsHnftefl Monument
e Von tieuaen Unveiled In

BRAIN

an effort, but Th
Oirl Made Irave

110 Weed Meant

Little

Potsdam.

A Whole Pint of

It tak'i nn awful lot of doctoring
to keep truth rrom goira into a d

GIFT

1,

Attsmpt.

At Potsdam a replica of the
In Washington to flea.
Baron von Steuben, the diillmaster of
th American revolutionary army, was
unveiled In the preeenoe of representa
tives of the United, flutes and of Germany. The American representative
were Congressman Bartholdt, of Mlt
aoort. and Mr. Wolfram, of New York,
who presented the statue to Emperor
William on behalf of the people of the
United States. After the Steuben
statue was erected In Washington the
fterlln.

statue ereoted

-

taate-child-

ll

This Incident occurred Just after
it was In a third
holiday,
grade school In Cleveland In a dis
trict of rtiiNMlitn and Hungarian Jews.
The teacher was explaining the
meaning of the word judicious. She
asked the children to give her stories
about the word.
After several had given Illustra
tions about the judicious use of
money, the teacher said:
now give mo a story about some
thing judicious without money In it."
A little girl finally volunteered. She
aid:
"On our holiday we bad roast goose
and a whole lot of other Jew dishes."
JewlHh

lb nu Ycj c3

they had used It.
"I think sister's beau
night," said Harry.
"Why do you think so,
" 'Cause when I was in
night I heard him say to
lieve 1 11 Just steal one.' "

took It last
my son?"
the hall last
sister, 'I be

Right.
Is a fine man; one
of the few, In fact, that stand for
real progress. He says he likes to see
two trees where one used to be.
He He certainly lives up to that,

She

Mr.

Jones

and more, too. When I took him home
last night he was seeing six or seven
where one used to be!
What the Senator Hit.
senator decided to follow the prevailing Washington fashion
and loam golf. It was a distressing
time for the caddy. Striking too low
with his iron, the great man made the
A dignified

dirt fly.
"What have

I

BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS FREE

Come neighbors don't like It unless
ou talk about them.

Replica of Steuben

No thoughtful person uses liouid blue,
it's a pinch of blue in a large bottle of
wnter. Ask for Red Cross Bag Blue, the
oiue mat s an blue.

Kaiser expressed a desire to nave a
replica of It and congress appropriated
the necessary funds to carry out the
emperor's wish. The replica bears the
There are cures for the dope and following Inscription:
rum addictions, but the
"Dedicated to the German emperor
never gets it out of his system!
and the German nation by the con
gress of the United States of America
as a token of unbroken friendship.
HIGHLY AMUSED.
This statue Is a copy of the original
self-kidd-

memorial of Gen. August Wllhelm von
Steuben, born In Madgeburg, 1730,
died In the state of New York, 1794,
erected in Washington In grateful rec
ognition of his services rendered in
the American nation's war of Indepen
dence."
Baron von Steuben, a Prussian army
officer, was enlisted In the American
cause through the efforts of Benjamin
Franklin. The baron made a trained
army of the disorganized American
forces.

hit?"

Kith Infinite scorn the boy replied,
"De District of Columbia."
No Wine Christening.
Redd Do you believe in this custom of breaking a bottle of champagne over the bow of a new ship?
Greene I certainly do. It brings
good luck to the ship.
Redd Well, I know of one vessel
where they never broke any wine over
her bow and she made a very successful voyage.
Greene Name the vessel, please.
Redd The Ark! Yonkers

HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.

Mill Ili ILUUk
nfltf Daler In all kind! of
CHAMHKK. Mammoth
mallad free. Cor. Hth A Blake. D.nv.r.
MER-DU-

N

cat-lo-

t-

Hiram Greene

What did your sla
her I was going
to make a speech in the town hall
tonight?
Willie She didn't say nothin'; she
lust laughed until she had hysterics.

ter

Bay when you told

Exits From Every Room.
In which every
room has a direct connection with the
ground, without first entering the
main hall, has been built just beside
the site of the famous Colllnwood (0.)
school In which 175 children perished
fire In 1908. It represents many
unique features of construction and Is
said to be as
and panic-proo- f
as it Is possible for a school to be.
Popular Mechanics.
A school building

fire-pro-

RELIABLE : PROMPT
Gold. 7ic: Qold and Silver. ll.oO: Gold. Silver
and Copper, 11.10. Gold and Stiver refined
and bought. Write for free mailing aacka.
OgaVn Assay Co., 1711 Trrmont Street. Denver
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80UND SLEEP
Can Easily Be Secured.

n

facsimile Signature

Thirty Yoars

The Centaur Commny.

NEW YORK.

Guarantctd under the Pee
Ksact Copy of Wrapyec.
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Failed to Scare Tim.
A plan was formed

to scare a cer

Its Beneficial Effects

Altmys Bvy f ha fcnuiirc

and

fm7..

Twice-a-Mont-

A

truth."

Drujqists

One5ixeOnly,5(K a Bottle

Don't Persecute
Vour Boweb
4?iif nnfc rafharfl
anel miremrfw
Brutal. Mrsn.uonecesMiy.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely vegetable. Act
gently on tne over,
eliminate one, ana X
sootne tne delicate. W
membrane of the, m
bowel. Car
CmiiiMUoa,

t

lllitaiawa,
Sick Hua.

J

Thaw aim

IPadtfd!1
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I

i
I

kiwi
win
niTTLE
11 iwrn I
v
ai i r h
II PILLS.

act aaa laalfMUta, ai atillltai kntw.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

difference of opinion."

Carelessly Gathered.
"What flowers of speech our new
minister uses."
"Yes, cut flowers; they have little
or no connection with the stem of
his discourses."
When we get down we wonder how
It happened, but when we win we accept It as perfectly natural!

ACHCS

of all kinds and

color,

.,

"

l0l

GILT EDG1 the only ladlea ahoe
that DMttlvaly contain OIL. Blacks and Poiianaa
taaier ana cnuaran noon ana anoea, aklaaa
wltkoat rabbins. Me. "French Oloaa," lOe,
DANDY combination for cleaning and poUihlaaT
all kind of rnuet or tan ihoea, 8so. "Staretae. I0e
combination for gentlemen who take
ELITE
pride In baring their iboe look AL Beetorweolor
and laatre to all black thorn. Pollah with a braah
or cloth, 15 cents. "Baby EUte" alia 10 oente.
If roar dealer doe not keen the kind raa
send na hi addrea and the prloe 1b atampt (of
Ue
(ull

nt'

package.

WHITTEMORK BROS. Jk OO.,
Albany, at., Cambric!, Mae.
ManufactMrm of.1
maai ana uxroMt
fl,

A

ShoePoliMhei

World.

METALLIC
HEELS AKdCOUIMS
Save Your Shoe Money Yoa Who Work
In Mines, Quajrlcs, and on Parrm
,
Protect roer aaoae where the wear eeaat hnriaat
.nd thar'U wear twice aa long.
Metallic Heaia are Lighter thai bather aad wftl
eatwear the ahoe. Dost re withoe tinea. Year
ahoe dealer cell them ready fried oa week (beta,
Or yew cobbler can qekkly attach ithea. If year
wrfta ee. Tear leeekj
eWar iaat
Wb-kk- a,

JJf

THE BEST STOCK
SADDLES Sr

No matter how hard the rules may
they're as fair for us as for the
rest of the gang!
t

able prices, write for free
UltMUae
eaUiogwa
A K HISS CO.

be,

it

CYC

poUiblDf (hoe

lira. Wtnalow'a Soothing Byrnp for Children
teething, aoftena the gnma, redneea InAMamo-Uoa- ,
aliaa pain, cure wind oolla, Sta bottle.

Liquid blue is a weak solution. Avoid
Buy Red Cross Bag Blue, the blue that's
all olue. Ask your grocers.

roR

In
Plneet
Larareet In
XJ
Ther meetQuality.
every raqolrament (or Variety.

Truth Specialist.
says he is for the plain

"Yes," replied the frank philosopher; "but so many people think they
are standing up for the truth when
they are merely standing out for a

all leading

ty

YV

h

"Biggins

Sold

mShoo PalisttbS

hand?" asked the president.
"That's the way us Boy Scouts shake
hands," said the boy, with pride.
"Well," commented Mr. Taft dryly,
"the sooner us Boy Scouts learn better
the nicer us Boy Scouts will be." The
Popular Magazine.
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Remedy rorComthM
lion . Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea.
WorTM,Convulsions.Feverish- ness and LOSS OP SLEET.
A rjcrfect

Tim Casey, living in a village
BORES HOLE THROUGH ROCK near Belfast, on his returning from
market by night past the churchyard.
8wlrllna Action of Water and 8tonee As he went by, the usual turnip, white
In
sheet, and lanthorn of the conventionStruggle Forms
al ghost were submitted to his gaze,
Channel at Niagara.
with the customary weird howls. Tim,
Buffalo. N. Y. After the Ice which however, simply looked fixedly at the
covered the northern hemisphere dur apparition for a moment and reing the glacial epoch had all melted marked: "Arrah, now, and is It a genthere was left along the northern bor eral resurrection, or are ye just taking
der of the United States those vast a walk by yerself?"
bodies of water now known aa the
A Rate Maker.
great lakes. At first the flood of wa"You say you charge extra for sum
ter found an outlet down the Missis
sippi valley, according to those who mer boarders who are trying to reduce
have made this feature of our coun their weight?"
"Yes," replied Farmer Corntossel.
try a study, but later the flow changed
to the Mohawk valley and finally to 'I have to. They always develop the
the St Lawrence, that lordly river of biggest appetites."
the north.
s
Thus came about that
Mr. Kidder Every one speaks
To
fall Niagara, whose beauties nave de
Miss Antique as being a bargain.
lighted admiring thousands each year
Miss Caustique Well, her age It
since modern methods of travel made
considerably marked down.
It easy of access. The descent from
Lesson In Good Manners.
When the "Boy Scouts" movement
was at its height, three of the youngsters journeyed from Baltimore to
Washington to be Introduced to the
president When Mr. Taft shook hands
with them, one of the little fellows
stuck out his left hand.
"Why do you give me your left

"Up to 2 years ago," a woman writes
"I was In the habit of using both tea
'
NEW AND WIIMBU INrORHATICM
and coffee regularly.
&l4Jv
"I found that my health was begin
WCSTtSN TPCR
XMi
I
1 XiBkl rD A ritiPPCU CUID( MB
to fall, strange nervous attacks
V
nlng
u
emit iist oN miok
fuM.
JJY
would come suddenly upon me, making
co.
.t.UPMIN8
1741 sunt tr
DfNyisTcamw.
i). .
C
me tremble so excessively that I could
not do my work while they lasted; my
SIXTH AXMtU, INTERNATIONAL
left me and I passed long nights
sleep
DRY KARMINO CONGRESS.
in restless discomfort I was filled
Colorado Spring,
Colorado,
in-2mil.
with a nervous dread as to the future,
One fare for the round trip from
"A friend suggested, that possibly
all stntlnna in Colorado via THK DEN
VER & RIO GRANDE) RAILROAD, "The tea and coffee were to blame, and I
Scenic Line of the World." Tlrketa on
sale net 14. IS and 17. 1911. Final re decided to give them up, and In cast
Queer Tunnel at Niagara Falls.
turn limit Oct. 23, 1911. For further ing about for a hot table beverage,
detailed Information, apply to Lnt'Al
RIO ORANDK AGENT. Frank A. Wad. which I felt was an absolute necessity, Lake Erie to Ontario was steep and aa
lelgh, General Passenger Agent, Den- I was led by good fortune to try Post the rushing water splashed downward
ver, Colorado.
um.
over Its new course It began to wear
"For more than a year I have used away the rocks underneath. Gradual
LOW COLONIST RATES
via
It three times a day and expect, so ly a channel was formed which deepTHE DENVER A RIO GRANDE
much good has It done me, to con ened and slowly crept back year by
RAILROAD
"The Scenic Line of the World."
15th, 1911, tinue Its use during the rest of my year toward its present position, sev
September 1Mb to October
life.
Inclusive S25.00
eral miles south of the starting point.
BVnm npnvpr. Colorado KDrlnsrs. Pu
"Soon after beginning the use of
This wearing away process has done
Glenwood
eblo, Canon City, Leadvllle,
GunniPosturn, I found, to my surprise, that some curious things. The accompanySprings, Delta, Grand Junction.
son. Montrose and all Intermediate Instead of tossing on a sleepless bed
ing Illustration shows a natural tun
rates are alBO
folnts. Reduced
other points In Colorado and through the long, dreary night I nel bored by the water of Niagara
New Mexico to San Francisco, Los
dropped into a sound, dreamless sleep river, which Is about 12 miles below
Sacramento, San Dlesro, Bakers-fielthe moment my bead touched the pil the present location of the cataract
Fresno, San Jose. Santa Barbara,
on low.
Redding, Marysvllle and all polnta
Nothing could more clearly show the
main line of Western Pacific, Southern
"Then I suddenly realized that all retrogression that has taken place.
Pacific and San Pedro Rys., and te
Portland, Ore., Tacoma, Seattle, Wash., my nervousness had left me, and my Various theories are advanced con
Vancouver, victoria, B. C, and other
points in same territory. will be al- appetite, which had fallen off before, cerning the why and the wherefore,
had all at once been restored so that but It Is generally conceded that the
Stopovers of five days
lowed on the D. ft R. G. R. R. at and I
ate my food with a keen relish.
tunnel was bored out by the swirling
Reno,
west of Caflon City and at Klko.Wlnne-muccLas Vegas, Lovelock, Shafter,
"All the nervous dread has gone. I action of water and stones In an age
CaliIn
Nev., and all points
fornia, at all points on the Great walk a mile and a half each way to long struggle with opposing forces.
Northern and Northern Pacific at and my work every day and enjoy it I
west of Billings, at all points on the
O. S. L. and O. W. R. & N., Pocatallo find an Interest In everything that
Risks Life for a Pig. .
knd west, and at all points on Southon about me that makes me a
ind. in trying to
ern Pacific between Portland, Ore., and goes
Lawrenceburg,
pleasure. All this I owe to leaving off save the lire oi a pig, Louis A. Hits-fielWeed. Cal.
Dally lines of Pullman Tourist tea and coffee and the use of Postum,
80 years old, nearly lost his own.
Bleeping Cars will leave Denver via
Denver ft Rio Grande, running through for I have taken no medicine." Name The pig fell Into a cistern and Hits-fielLos
with
to San Francisco and
Angeles
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
tied a rope at the top and low
out change.
Mich.
Sleepl
Electric lighted Tourist
ered himself Into the cistern. He
Para to Sun Francisco via Salt
"There's a reason," and It la ex couldn't get out, and neither could the
Cltv and Western Paclfla Railway.
Open-to- p
Observation Cars through plained in the little book, "The Road pig. He stood in water up to his neck
the canons; seats free.
to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
for eight hours while the pig swam
For Information regarding train serEver read the above letterf A new around him until help arrived to pull
vice, reservations, ate., call nn looal one
to time. They
appear from time
Rio Grande Agent or address Frank A.
both of them out
srenolae, trae. aaa lull of feama
Wadlelgh, General Passenger Ageat, sure
Interest.
Denver, Colo,
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with eczema on my neck
for about six months, beginning by lit
tle pimples breaking: out. I kept
scratching till the blood came. It kept
getting worse, I couldn't sleep nights
any more. It kept Itching for about a
month, then I went to a doctor and
got some liquid to take. It seemed
as If I waa going to get better. The
itching stopped for about three daya,
but when It started again, was even
worse than before. The eczema Itched
so badly I couldn't stand It any more.
"I went to a doctor and he gave me
some medicine, but didn't do any good
We have been having Cutlcura Rem
edies in the house, so I decided to try
them. I had been using Cutlcura
Soap, so I got me a box of Cutlcura
Ointment, and washed off the affected
part with Cutlcura Soap three times
day, and then put the Cutlcura Ointment on. The first day I put It on, it
relieved me of itching so I could sleep
all that night. It took about a week,
then I could see the scab come off.
kept the treatment up for three weeks,
and my eczema was cured.
"My brother got his face burned
with
and he used Cutlcura
The people all
Soap and Ointment.
thought he would have scars, but you
can't see that he ever had his face
burned. It was simply awful to look
at before the Cutlcura Remedies
cured It."
(Soap and Ointment)
(Signed) Miss Elizabeth Gehrkl, For
rest City, Ark., Oct. 16, 1910. Although
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are sold
by druggists and dealers everywhere,
a sample of each, with
book.
will be mailed free on application to
"Cutlcura," Dept. 17 L, Boston.
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On the first and third Tuesdays of
each month during the entire year
The Colorado and Southern Railway will sell round trip homeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
points In New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
liberal stop-ove- r
25 days allowing
For detailed Information,
privileges.
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colo,
rado and Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
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COULDN'T STAND IT."

1 suffered

Bend So tamp for Or aamDle of mr Terr choto.
eat Uold Imboaaed Birthday, Flower and Motto
Poat Uarda; beaotlfnl colon and loveliest deelana.
Art Post Card Club, Til Jackaon St., Topeka, Kanea

DjgMtion,Cheerful-nessan-

Rest .Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

"ECZEMA ITCHED SO BADLY

Some men think they are ambitious
if they try to avoid hard work.
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3 ftR CENT
AVfcff table Preparation for
rhe Food and Regulating rhe Stomachs and Bowels of
ALCOHOL--

The world doesn't ask how you got
there after you arrive.

M Tret St.
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CAREY ACT
anneal

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

40-11- 11.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more good brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colon all fiber. They dye In cold water better than any other dye. Tea Ca
aye any garment without ripping apart. Write for tree booklet how to ure, nicacn and Mix uceora. MOHKor. DRUB Cn4MNY, Qwla
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Regularity In fading should be lb
plan.

The hen that will not cratch

ft well

not

I

f!a rarat and bones, is" eeaeodat
Home green foo! too must be given,
Ktpvrtments at the New York station
Ktiowed Ihst the product of ergs from
hphs fid on corn meal was from 2R to
67 per cent, greater than from hroi
kept on a wore nitrogenous ration.

to state:
1st, It is not necessary to
the blue ballot rren1rm nt
in order to secure tatehood for
The resolution of
New Mexico.
coocrtss txures ly states that if
the blue ballot amendment is not
lJe a
adoptid New .Wno
mitted into the union as a tate
'
under the constitution aHm:. d y
hi people in January ton.
2nd. It is not necssary to adopt
tbe blue ballot amendme
der that the people may hereafier
nend the present coi.stitution.
Excepting only those provision
which guarantee ttu elective fran
chise and the civil and politisa'
rights of the Spanish American
Citizens, the constitution of New
Mexico can be amended in any
wav that may be desind by a
clear majority of the voters of the
state, provided one half ehe coun
ties give a majority in favor

on.

Nothing flrss a thick a worse
than pining for food.
Duck raisers pack 40 dressed
In a barrel (or shipment.
It Is generally estimated that broilhalf pound wteii
ers shrink about
dressed.
PouUrymen make a regular practice
of raising roots, cabbage and lettuce
for their laying hens.
The best food for sitting hens la
whole corn, with plenty of pure water, grit and charcoal.
A loafer In the hen house Is not
a desirable companion for good,
strong, healthy, busy bras.
If there are two toras In the flock
and they don't agree, shut up one one
day and the other the next.
The turkey hen that raugea far
from the barn Is likely to steal her
neat a long ways from home.
Costly houses for the poultry are
not essential, but they should be
warm, dry and free from draft.
Canonizing Is performed when the
birds are about two or three months
old before the comb develops.
Make friends of your turkeys, bp
far as you can, and it will aid you
considerably In caring for them.
sst-feac-
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To the peoplf of New Mexico;
As we have received a number
the rffect of !
of inquiries as
vote on the l!ue ballot ameudmei t
at the il ction to be held on Nov
e.nber7ih, ion, we deem it belt
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USEFUL INSECTICIDE APPLIER
Apparatus Arranged to Make Appll
cation Autematlo as Chicken
Helps Itself to Water.
One of the most Ingenious of tbe
rnauy sanitary appliances for use on
poultry farms Is the insecticide applying device shown In tbe Illustration. It was designed by an Ohio
man. tin a large farm It 1s practically impossible to apply
preparations tor every fowl. The
apparatus hero makes this epilation automatically as tbe chicken
drinks. A central support Is placed
in the water pan and two tubes are
Insect-destroy-lr-

majority vote.
4th. As in

M

o'bfr matte's

a
abovi- nvi.ti-inedN w Mexico
m n! i.eiit to
cms it ition may be proposed and
subritrd mor easily thnn in a
majority of 'tat' s of the union,
a d anv su h am nd nrnt mav be
ra"fi 1 l v n ffirmattve vote of a
ra jority of tit. elect rs provid d
tha' udi ame dnvnts shall be
m iorit. of the voters
bv
in at least half the counties in the
V rv n'S'x rtfu'ly
slat?-- .
Will an J. Mi Is.
Vlxica
Governor jf
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San Jon

ap-prou- 'd
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C F. Warden left the first of the
week for an ext nded visit with
rtlativts in Iowa he will allso
visit at points in Oklahoma and

Successors to Hurt A Fuller

Makers of combined ILand rod- ers 1 ILevclers, & Combined

HDltchcrs & Pressors also
Agents forBJew Improved Tur-bin- e

Water JElevator.

AT THE NEW SHOP IN THE NORTH
SAN JON, ALSO

END OF

Hors shoeing and wagonwork
MEN OF EXPERIENCE.
DONE BY

Arkansas.
Joe Keys returned Thursday
Tucumcari Hospital
from the
where be has been since being
injured, he is getting along nicely.
J. B. Jack and fon has return d
from a trip to Dawson, they say
the San Jon Valley looks Jgood to
r
you will rind
them, and
claim.
on
the
home
them at

ng
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Hanu-facturi-

Co-operat- ive

INTERNATIONAL

Bank Of Commerce,

here-afte-

Of TUCUMCARI, NEW MEXICO.
thereof.
3
3rd. It is not necessary to a
We solicit Your Business.
Capita $50,000.
dopt the blue ballot amendment in
Heme.
In
the
Entertainment
order to am?nd Section 5 of Article
A Louisville barrister escorted his J W. F. BUCHANAN, Pres.
L. W. MORRIS, Vice Pres.
XXI, which contains the Englis wife and daughter to a lecture and
T. H. SANDERS, Cashier.
his wife's annoyance disapqualification for state . Skers and then to

MOULTING

Fowls Should Be Confined for Abouf
Ten Days and Given About
of Usual Ration.
One-Quart- er

I.777777771777 173171777777711317177777717777777777777
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To bring about early moulting, con
iflne tbe fowls In their various quarters about August 1, and for ten day
Insecticide Applier.
of theli
only allow them
usual rations. During this time they suspended from tbe sides. A strip
lose flesh and stop laying.
of flexible percolating material hanga
Then liberate and feed them all the down from each tube to a point close
corn, oats, peas, sunflower seed and to the water. The tube Is filled with
wheat they will eat. - This causes a liquid Insecticide, which keeps this
'rapid moult and the new feathers strip continually saturated. When a
start at once. The hens soon recover chicken wants a drink It has to push
from the process and begin to lay reg- Its hoad under the flap and both In
this motion and by tbe action of
ularly about October 1.
The ration for laying hens should withdrawing Its head, the feathers on
Hot be too heavy, but should be varied head and neck become aoaked with
t frequent Intervals. With your grain the solution. Aa every fowl has to
rution animal food Bitch .as pro"nd drink, none Is missed In this treat-raent.
one-fourt- h

1

peared. He was on hand, however,
members ( i the leirlature, being when
the meeting was over.
said a
the section inserted in the consti"Hello, there, Theodore,"
his
and
barrister
a
tution because it was required by friend, meeting
la a street car, "been to the
family
the tnab'inu act.
lecture?" The lawyer stole a look at
Congress has uuw repealed tut his wife's face.
."Ko,H he answered, "Just goingclause of the enabling act which
contained that requirement and from Success Magazine.
Section 4 of Artic'e XIX of the
Tbe registration books are now
constitutiuc provides that the leg- open at Z. T. McDaniel's store.
islature may propose any amend If you wish to vote at tbe general
ment to Article XXI bv a majority election you must register.
The
'
vote and that such amendment books will close on the evening
may be ratified by the people by a of October 38.
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Farm News for 11.50.

Our Fall Styles in Clothing are Here.

Let us show why these Suits and Pants are Best.
THEY ARE

The Most Stylish,
The Best Tailoring
The ILongest Wearin g
The Price Will Please ILIke the Cloths.
& $S.oo Pants
03.ooEVERY
0S.5O,
Our "CTDRI-EE5PAIR GUARANTEED
Manufacturer.
5

An th Best Values ever Offered by auy
Boys a r hard on Cloths but w hav

SUITS and PANTS that

SATISFY.

Bigger and Better than ever.

WE ARE ENLARGING OUR TORE ' O
KF
GOOHS THAT WE
MAKE ROOM FOR THE IMMENSE STOCK OF FALL AND WINTER
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF UNDERWEAR OF M L KINI
RECEIVING DAILY.
SWEATER COAT FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN. HOSIERY FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

OUT PEICES On

all

HEats, & etc.

Ouminer Ittress goods. Underwear,
Headquarters tor School EJookscS Supplies.

We have receive quite addition to our splendid line of

Mamllton Brown Shoes,
OUR STOCK S NOW THE MOST COMPLETE

IN EAS ERN QUAY CO UN

Y.

The EI.D.IIdea "Keep the Quality up"
We can supply your wants inall lines, seeus before you buy
ElflDCIBniES, CimOf AW ABE, JIOJSLBWA131E, CHD3JS, JLEATMIEHt (ROODS, WOTIOSTS

THE SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

C. L. OWEN, Mgr.
Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
NEW MEX.
SAN JON,

